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■ The BG football team 
faces the only team 
undefeated in the MAC. 
■ The Falcon hockey 
team travels to Ann 
Arbor to play the 
powerful Wolverines. 
■ The men's and 
women's cross country 
teams are hosting the 
MAC championships 
today. 
■ Natalie Flickinger tells 
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includes reviews of REM. 
Motley Crue. Fatboy 














feversay who is 
there? Don't you 
watch scdr/movies? It 
is a deathf/ish." 
V 
Screun 
horror film, 1996 
Look for more dialogue 
on the topic of homo- 
sexuality on the updat- 
ed BG News website. 
Check it out at: 
WWW. 
bgnews.com 
you have a news tip or 
have an idea for a story, 
call anytime and ask to 
speak with an editor. 
372-6966 
Students opt not to choose 
□ Students voice their 
opinions about the 
University granting 
exclusive beverage 
rights to one company. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
The BG News 
Students like their Pepsi and 
they like their Coke, and they 
want to be able to drink a 
Mountain Dew in the morning 
and a Dr. Pepper at night. 
Last month, The News 
reported that the University has 
formed a "pouring rights" team 
to explore the economical bene- 
fit to contracting with only one 
beverage company. 
The results of a poll conduct- 
ed by The News showed that 
three-quarters of surveyed stu- 
dents want to have both Coke 
and Pepsi brands on campus. 
Even if the University were to 
gain financially, two-thirds of 
respondents would want to 
keep both brands. 
According to Jane Schimpf, 
head of the pouring rights team. 
if the University decided to con- 
tract with one beverage vendor, 
the University would offer only 
Pepsi or Coke brands. She said 
the team will examine whether 
it would be in the University's 
best interest to invest in one 
company. 
Some students were outraged 
that the University would con- 
sider limiting students choices. 
"The fact that the University 
would only sell us one brand of 
pop angers me," said Stephanie 
Thornton, freshman communi- 
cation disorders major. "What 
about student rights? We 
deserve the right to determine 
what drinks we have." 
Thornton also said students 
will go elsewhere to find their 
favorite drinks and the Univer- 
sity will lose money. 
Randolph Brown, junior his- 
tory major, said one company 
should be given the rights if 
there is a significant benefit to 
the University. He also said the 
extra money should benefit all 
students. 
Michelle Grove, graduate in 
mass communications agreed. 
• See STUDENTS, page five. 
Which soft drink do you prefer? 
Earlier this month The News reported that the University 
is considering selling exclusive rights to one beverage compa- 
ny. Today we are reporting the results of the Pepsi/Coke web 
Ipoll. Although students voted for either Pepsi or Coke, as the 
above graph shows, the ultimate response was that students 
preferred to not to have to choose between Pepsi or Coke. 
LSU celebrates Mexican holiday 
□ The Latino Student 
Union will honor the 
dead with Los Dias de 
los Muertos dance. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
 The BG News  
During a Halloween weekend 
that is sure to bring out ghosts, 
legends and superstitions, the 
Latino Student Union (LSU) will 
not be hiding from the dead, but 
celebrating death. 
LSU will be celebrating Los Dias 
de los Muertos (The Days of the 
Dead) with a dance tonight 9 p.m. 
to 11:30 p.m. in the Amani Room. 
This event will be capping off a 
month long celebration of Hispan- 
ic History Month. 
Lena Quintero. LSU member, 
said Los Dias de los Muertos is a 
holiday for the dead in Mexico that 
is celebrated on Nov. 2 and Nov. 3. 
She said during this time the 
deceased have permission to rise 
from their graves and revisit their 
loved ones. Nov. 1 i9 for remern- 
bering deceased children and Nov. 
2 is for remembering deceased 
adults she said. 
The day of the dead is a rare 
mix of pre-Hispanic and Roman 
Catholic rituals," Quintero said. "It 
is also a perfect illustration of the 
syntheses of pre-Hispanic and 
Spanish cultures." she said. 
She said she and her family 
have participated in the holiday in 
both Mexico and the United States. 
She said every year her family 
clears out a corner of their house 
to honor her uncle who passed 
away in 1992. 
Quintero said they set up a 
table and place offerings in an 
artistic and symmetrical fashion. 
She also said they usually light 
incense and candles to help the 
dead find their way home. 
Jason Brewer. LSU treasurer, 
said his mother has celebrated the 
holiday several times. He said the 
holiday gives family members an 
opportunity to honor their dead 
relatives. 
"It is not Just a time to mourn 
the dead, but it Is a time to make 
sure you don't lose the memories." 
Brewer said. 
He said families often light can- 
dles and cook "dead bread." He 
also said families will clean their 
loved ones' cemetery plots and 
make them presentable for when 
they return. 
Quintero said the spirits of the 
dead should be provided with 
enticing food and drink for the 
Journey home. She said once they 
are home, a wash basin and towel 
are provided for the dead can 
freshen up. 
Quintero also said this holiday 
dellnes Mexico and its people. 
"Death held a significant place 
in the pantheons and ritual of 
Mexico's ancient civilizations." she 
said. 
Brewer said the dance will serve 
dual purposes. He said it will be a 
fun way to end a month of cultur- 
al celebration and he said the 
theme is in tune with the upcom- 
ing Mexican holiday. 
He also said Hispanic History 
Month was extremely successful 
and that the University responded 
well to the cultural events. 
"We have accomplished educat- 
ing and incorporating the Universi- 
ty into our activities." Brewer said. 
He said the University and the 
Bowling      Green      community 
responded        the       best       to 
Latinopalooza.  He said over 700 
• See LSU, page five. 
Center holds opening 
of new health facility 
□ The new facility will 
BG Newt Photo/HATT DAN 
Dr. Joshua Kaplan cuts th« ribbon of th* new wellnwss cantor 
faclHty. 
be more user friendly 
for students. 
By TRACY WOOD 
 The BG News 
The Wellness Connection held 
an open house to celebrate the 
opening of the new facility. 
The Connection, previously 
known as the Center for Well- 
ness and Prevention, provides a 
variety of resources for students 
to leam more about health relat- 
ed issues. Health Education pro- 
grams and services are also 
available on a variety of topics 
including, nutrition, substance 
abuse and eating disorders. 
The Wellness Connection also 
provides Wellness and Preven- 
tion counselors with an empha- 
sis on nutritional questions and 
drug and alcohol abuse. Peer 
educators are also available to 
students who would like to 
work with other students inter- 
ested in health issues. 
Christine Hageman, Health 
Promotion Coordinator for the 
Wellness Connection is pleased 
with the changes and improve- 
ments made to the new facility. 
"All of the offices are closer 
together and more accessible to 
students. There are more current 
resources available that are easi- 
er to locate and are more orga- 
nized," Hageman said. 
The center was formally locat- 
ed in College Park while the new 
facility was under construction. 
Hageman thinks the new loca- 
tion closer to campus will attract 
more students. 
Pam  Grant, public relations 
intern for the University's Binge 
Drinking and Violent Prevention 
came to support the facilities 
grand opening. 
"The larger facility will bene- 
fit students because they will be 
less apprehensive about coming 
to the facility and getting litera- 
ture and will more likely stop by 
and use the facility," Grant said. 
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director 
of Health Services, had the 
honor of cutting the ribbon. The 
ribbon cutting ceremony was 
also attended by State Represen- 
tative Randall Gardner and Ed 
Whipple, vice president of stu- 
dent affairs. 
"This is a great facility that 
benefits students and  provide 






□ The candidates for 
County Commissioner 
are concerned about 
helping the citizens of 
Wood County. 
By AMYJOL. BROWN 
 The BG News  
On Tuesday, voters will elect 
a commissoner for Wood Coun- 
ty. Tim Brown, (R-Ohio), and 
Caroline Spoerl Carpenter (D- 
Ohio) are running against each 
other for the position. 
The County Commissioner is 
responsible for the county bud- 
get, Child Support Enforcement 
Agency, Department of Human 
Services, Emergency Manage- 
ment Agency, Wood County 
Economic Development and 
many other areas of the county. 
Tun Brown, current commis- 
soner, is running for re-election 
based on his experience serving 
the public. He was the local con- 
gressman for eight years before 
he was elected commissoner. 
"Being congressman was a 
learning opportunity," Brown 
said. "It helped me leam how to 
help citizens with their con- 
cerns." 
Caroline Carpenter also 
believes that applying her past 
experiences to the position of 
commissoner will benefit the 
people of Wood County. 
"I bring something complete- 
ly different to the position, a 
broad background," Carpenter 
said. 
Her background includes 
managing a large farm, being 
staff nurse at Mercy Hospital, 
teaching nursing at the Universi- 
ty of Detroit and the Medical 
College of Ohio and having an 
active involvement in the com- 
munity in organizations such as 
the American Heart Association 
and the Wood County Democra- 
tic Committee. 
She feels this experience qual- 
ifies her to help residents with 
their problems. 
"1 may not be able to answer 
everything, but I can tell them 
where to get help," Carpenter 
said. 
Both candidates believe the 
main issue of the county is 
growth. 
"It (growth) does not always 
mean problems, but it does 
mean we need to keep a healthy 
community," Carpenter said. 
On this issue. Brown agreed. 
He believes the community 
needs to strike a balance 
between its growth and the 
preservation of its valuable 
farmland. 
"Our county produces more 
wheat, com, soy beans and 
tomatoes than" any other coun- 
ty," he said. 
Brown has helped put togeth- 
er a guide that was adopted this 
year pertaining to wh"re the 
county wants to grow and 
where it does not. 
Another accomplishment that 
Brown is particularly proud of is 
doubling the budget for bridge 
repairs. 
Because the Bowling Green 
area was formerly a swamp, it 
has a high number of bridges - 
535. Unfortunately these bridges 
were built before the invention 
• See CANDIDATES, page five. 
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LETTERS 
Our three part series about athletic funding has brought some 
interesting facts and responses to light. Athletics, particularly 
football, take up large amounts of student's general fees. 
Why does football have such influence, particularly when our 
team is not a powerhouse? Historically, football has been popu- 
lar and brought in fans, therefore bringing in money. But this ele- 
vated status has continued, while the results have not. 
Suggestions have been made about using the allotted money 
for other purposes. What about improving the health center or 
allowing prospective students to attend theater or music perfor- 
mances for free? There are lots of places at the University where 
more funds would improve the programs, and these are neglect- 
ed in favor of increased athletic funding. 
Why does the University assume that sports are the priority of 
the students here? Has anyone looked at attendance of the sports 
teams in relation to the whole population at BGSU? Why contin- 
ue pouring money into something that doesn't serve the majori- 
ty of those supporting it with their general fees? 
The fact is, sports teams that are doing well get the crowds. 
And in order to have a winning sports team, money must be 
invested. But at what point does it become a futile effort? 
One logical solution is to charge admission. That way, stu- 
dents will support athletic teams if they want to, and not be 
forced to through general fees. 
The University needs to reevaluate where fee money is going. 
Administrators, maybe you don't have to listen to The News, but 
just remember to put the "Students First", not athletics. 
Little Bo Peep By Mary Beth Murtha 
Students need to challenge themselves 
I had to complete an essay for 
a scholarship. The question was 
in regards to education, how the 
present technology figures into 
education, and whether higher 
education today prepares people 
to go out into the "real world." 
I'll admit right off the jump 
that I'm an idealist when it comes 
to education. Reality is that peo- 
ple are not taught how to think. 
They're taught what to think 
instead. The educational system 
of this country is founded upon 
misinformation and specialized 
learning, resulting in all of 
humanity being stripped from 
the individual, producing 
automatons of consumerism. 
I have this vision that educa- 
tion will one day be based on 
promoting individual freedom 
and happiness in a community 
of likewise educated individuals. 
The Internet and database 
technology increase in the last 
five years is staggering! We must 
have educated teachers to incor- 
porate this into the classroom of 
all age groups. This doesn't 
mean that we're computerizing 
learning. It means that comput- 
ers are part of our society, and 
part of these kids' experience. 
When a teacher doesn't under- 
stand computers, and they are 
speaking to children who have 
been raised with computers, then 
the teacher and the students are 
no longer speaking the same lan- 
guage. A common language 
amongst students and teachers is 
the foundation of a proper edu- 
cation. 
There must be mandatory 
workshops in all school libraries 
for teachers to learn how to use 
databases and the Internet, sim- 
ply because these are an invalu- 
able source of research and learn- 
ing. Without knowledge of how 
to use these things, you are a sec- 
ond-rate student/teacher and 
you will never be able to com- 
pete with peers that do. 
I'm surprised at how many 
people at this school still prefer 
to use the crappy little green 
WYSE terminals in the library, 
instead of the updated web ter- 
minals. We have access to useful 
information, that would add 
depth and character to your class 
assignments. Something that 
would show your teachers that 
you're not just another number, 
or  another body  keeping  the 
chair warm in their class. The 
sick thing is that all you have to 
do is ask someone how to use it. 
But no one wants to ask. No 
one wants to be challenged; 
they'd rather have someone else 
do it for them. What does it say 
about people who are unwilling 
to learn something new? I don't 
want to learn from or with some- 
one that has an impotent desire 
to learn. I'd rather go to the 
library and teach myself! 
The second thing is that in 
order for true education to com- 
mence, the financial aspect must 
be taken out completely! This 
means a pay rate for teachers 
based on their experience, 
degree, and an example of the 
dedication to their work (i.e. 
published works, awards, etc). 
This means no more outra- 
geous salaries for University 
Presidents, with their gardeners 
and their free houses. These aca- 
demic political roles are quite 
secondary, and even irrelevant, 
when it comes to a proper educa- 
tion. 
The state and federal govern- 
ing systems should provide ALL 
money towards the cost and 
maintenance of education, taken 
out of the taxes of all citizens. 
With the money we've spent on 
weapons of mass destruction, I'd 
say we could educate every citi- 
zen of this country about a thou- 
sand times over!   The key ele- 
ment is that the elected state and 
federal providers would have 
absolutely no say in the curricu- 
lum of the school. This would be 
determined by teachers, admin- 
istrators (the real function of uni- 
versity politicians), and students 
at each University. This con- 
glomerate would prevent the 
University from becoming the 
political propaganda tool of any 
governing body, and would pro- 
mote education for all citizens 
without financial concern. 
Now, I realize that these are 
probably unrecognizable ideals 
about education. I realize that 
not everyone is cut out for col- 
lege, and that I may have missed 
many steps in between these 
conclusions. The fact is that it's 
not my job to implement 
changes. I just suggest them to 
the community. 
The University must be 
altered from a big business insti- 
tution, turning people into num- 
bers and spitting out molded 
conformists, to an institution of 
learning that is concerned with 
the intelligence of its citizens. 
Any goal less than this shows the 
most serious decline in the 
integrity of our culture. 
josh Minton is a columnist for 
the BG News. He can be reached at 
jmintcm@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
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"No. because I've heard 
so many different versions, 




"I'm getting out of town, 








"No, because I don't 




"No, because it's only 
superstition." 
Copyright* 1998, The (G New*. 
Bowling Greesr. Ohio. Rf printing of 
any material from this publication 
without the permission of The K 
Newe It strictly prohibited The K 
News la an Independent publication 
founded In 1920 and Is published 
dally during the academic year and 
weekly during the summer semes- 
ter. Opinions expressed In columns 
ana) letters to the editor are not 
necessarily those of the student 
body, faculty, University adminis- 
tration as The K News. Unsigned 
editorials are the opinion or the Fall 
1998 K News staff. The K News 
encourage* Us resders to notify the 
paper of any errors In stories or 
photograph descrlptloos. Decisions 
made by the Editor In-Chief and the 
Edttorlsl Board are final. 
Make it your 
opinion page! 
Get your voice 
heard! 
The BG New* | 
welcomes any 
letters, columns 
or other bite of 











Have a problem? Need some advice on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail WE NEWS at 
Ognews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
Dear BG News, 
My significant other and I 
would like to dress up for 
Halloween in a couple cos- 




Here are some cute ideas, 
bope one of them work out! 
Raggedy Ann & Andy, Pop- 
*ye & Olive Oil, Kermit & 
Miss Piggy, Peter Pan & Tin- 
^erbelle, Gomez & Morticia, 
and my all time favorite 
jeannie & Major Nelson. 
Dear BG News, 
I am planning on having a 
party and am providing 
alcohol for my guests. How 
do I prevent underagers 
from drinking at my place? 
Thinking Ahead, Prout 
Dear Thinking Ahead: 
This is a very valid question! 
You are responsible if you 
provide alcohol to those 
underage. The best thing to 
do is to know the people at 
your party. If you think there 
is anyone of questionable 
age feel free to make sure 
that they are legal, after all 
your just protecting your- 
self. 
Dear BG News, 
I'm feeling really burnt out, 
and have no motivation to 
go to class. I know that 
soon my grades are going to 
be affected. What can I do 
to get myself back on track. 
Help, Prout 
Dear Help: 
You need to get your priori- 
ties in order. If you don't 
want to fail a class and have 
to retake it then going to 
class should be a high prior- 
ity. Here are some tips on 
motivating yourself to go to 
class: 
• Become friendly with the 
teacher so you feel an oblig- 
ation to go to class. 
• Make plans to go to class 
with one of your classmates 
that regularly goes to class. 
• Get plenty of sleep so that 
tiredness is not an excuse. 
• Realize that you pay a lot 
of money for each individual 
class. 
• If all else fails make sure 
you have your classmate's 
phone number so you can 






5 Western state 
9 Lists of charges 
14 Wheels'shaft 






21 Paid attention 
22 Martin or Allen 
23 Wclty and others 
26 Implement 
26 Greatly 
31 Altar sentence 
34 Like a playable 
part? 
36 Layer 
37 Debit's color 
38 Bad dog 
39 Outlaw 
40 Small boy 
41 Frenzied 
42 Rear part 
44 Be in debt 
45 mater 














58 So to be heard 
59 Wisdom after 
the event 
62 Verdun's river 
63 Vicinity 
64 Stem section 
65 Daisylike flower 
66 Statutes 




2 Be jubilant 






6 Assam or pekoe 
7 Diligent insect 
8 Tiller's tool 
9 Disgruntled fan 
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24 NATO member 48 City where Mark 
25 Gardening Twain is buried 
tools: var. 50 Relinquisher 
27 Country once 52 Basketball 
part of Colombia        player 
29 Hammer type 53 " Frome" 
10 Tailor's measure 30 Jekyll's alter ego 54 Active starter? 
11 Proceeds toward 31 ■ la Douce" 55 Tibetan monk 
12 Olympic sled        32 Distribute cards 56 Beer picks 
13 Stepped on it       33 Third wheel 57 Lupino and 
18 Handle with kid     35 Discretionary Tarbell 
gloves football plays 59 Linden or 
21 Netherlands 43 Set on fire Holbrook 
23 Ways in 46 Blame 60 Nest-eqq $ 
61 Original 
PAGE THREE it 
intended as an irrev- 
erent look at The 
University. We at 
The BG New* con- 
sider it an offbeat 
page where we try to 
offer something for 
everybody. Opinions 
expressed herein art 
solely those of our 




The University Airport was originally called Bricker Field, in honor 
of the governor of Ohio at the time, John Bricker. 
WEBSITE OF THE DAY 
Today 
Mostly cloudy 




Learned Optimism: Giving 
Feedback/Listening (8 - 10 
a.m.) 
2 College Park, BGSU. Help 
your employees rise above pes- 
simism and negative thinking. 
Fee $40. For more information or 
to register, call Continuing Edu- 
cation, International t* Summer 
Programs at 419/372-8181. 
Cross Country hosts MAC 
Championships (11 a.m.) 
.        Bowling Green, Ohio. The 
Mid-American Conference harri- 
ers descend upon BGSU for a Fri- 
Saturday 
Haze 
HIGH: 59 LOW: 43 
day run at the league title. The 
men's race begins at 11:00 a.m., 
and the women are scheduled to 
get underway at noon. 
Public Skating (Noon - 1:30 
p.m.) 
Ice Arena. Cheap Skate. 
Women's Soccer hosts Miami 
(1 pm.) 
Cochrane Field. 
Toward a Multi Racial Femi- 
nism in South Africa (2:30 - 
4:30 p.m.) 
223 Olscamp Hall. Lecture 
featuring Thelma Ravell-Pinto, 
co-editor of journal Thamyris. 
www.snopes.com 
"Upcoming Events" is ■ service to our reader* borrowed daily via the University web 
page. The calendar of events on the web page has a more complete listing of events and 
can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu". 
Sponsored by Department of 
Ethnic Studies with Women's 
Studies, English and The 
Women's Center. Free and open 
to the public. 
Grad 600 Seminar (2:30 p.m.) 
128 Hayes Hall. Presentation 
by Kim Siebert titled "Spice Up 
Your Presentations with Win- 
dows Power Point." Would 
enhance your professional devel- 
opment skills and credited 
towards your GRAD 600 require- 
ment. Free and open to all. 
Men's Soccer hosts Marshall 
(3 p.m.) 
Cochrane Field. BG's regular 
season finale. 
Hockey at Michigan (7 p.m.) 
Ann Arbor, Mich. leers visit 
defending national champion 
Wolverines. 
Volleyball at Northern Illi- 
nois (7 p.m.) 
DeKalb, 111.. 
UAO Movie "Poltergeist" (8 
p.m.) 
Ill Olscamp Hall. Movies are 
shown at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. Fri- 
day and Saturday evenings. 
Tickets are $2 each and can oe 
bursared. 
Bowling Green Opera Theater 
presents "The Magic Flute" 
(8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. Call 419/372- 
8171 for ticket information. 
In Search of Planets with 
Life (8 p.m.) 
Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
Public Skating (8 - 10 p.m.) 
Ice Arena. 
Haunted "Trail of Terror" 
(8:30 - 11:30 p.m.) 
Rotary Nature Center - S. 
Wintergarden Road. Sponsored 
by the BG Jaycees. Admission is 
$5.  For more  information 
419/354-BGJC. 
call 
Dry Dock's Halloween Party 
(9 p.m. - 1 a.m.) 
Galley, Harshman Quad. We 
are encouraging everyone to 
come out in costume. Prizes wiil 
be given for best costumes in dif- 
ferent categories. Refreshments 
will be served. Security will be 
tight and IDs will be checked. DJ 
Kausion will be providing the 
music. 
El Dia de los Muertos Dance 
(9 p.m. - Midnight) 
Amani    Room.    Commons. 
Admission S2 - $3." 
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COM Comedy Hall Met. Me laugh Daily Show (R|   |Stain's Money Gallagher Totally New (R) Mow ... 'Baedafua "(1986. Comedy) Michael Kaeton. Alec Btlown Upright Ciliren   [Comedy HaN 
DISC New House FiiJUJna Giavae Shelter Wild Discovery "Unkncwn Jungle" Discovery Howe atom Warning! LosiWarrioreolltieCloude(R) Justice Files "Vigilantes" (R) 
ENC (4 X) Unit: Mow ••',   Jft fortune'(19/5! Jack Nicholson Movit: «e*i -TheMjdusa Toucn"( 978. Horror) leefW* Movie:... ftes of me Spder Woman" (1985 Drama) Wsatm Hal 
ESPN Up Clow Sportacenter Tour Champions tip                  | Baseball MLB Players Choice Awards Orlando. Fla Sport scemer I 
FAM Show Me Its) Funny Hallow**! NewAddams NewAddams Lane* Burton: Matter Magician World a Greatest Magic III (R) (In Slereo) 700 Club 
HB0 (5 15) Movit: "Screened" (1988) I Inside (he NFL |R (In Stereo) X Movie:..'; "E»imf*jnzun"(i997)(lnStereo)'R I [Movit: legend of Pal Mummy"! 1997. Horror) Lous GossertJr Hi   [Chris Rock 1 
HIST Hoct»tt!|R)(Part4ol4|X 20th Century (R) Voodoo Secreti|R) Hauntad History of Hallowaan (R) Ghosts of Gettytburg (R| 
MTV (5 30) Jams Countdown Revue (R) Newt (HI Sto-eo) Eye Spy Video   |$eyWM?        jM-TaM Top 10 |R) (In Stereo) Celebrity Death Celebrity Death CwacrtyOaatS [Celebrity Death 
sc l»t Word Sports Ntws FoMbsaWUy HL Hockey Cleveland Lumberjacks at Fort Wayne Kernels. (Lire) Sports Ntwa FOXSporttNtwt 
MR Amaong Storiet iceflfaitat Movie: *»*'j 71 * rVar of the Worlds" (1953) Gtnt Bany. War ot the World.                    | Friday thai 3th: The Striae X l^o*.■.
JT>vW.ro^li*r?aiis• 
TLC Horn* Again (R) Horns Again (H) II Hours Heroes that go umotcad ilHou.s Who K#edAllenGrian" Ancient Prophecies (R) (Part 1 of 2) 48 Hours -Who Kwad Allen Gnmn" 
INT labyton % "flivlapont' (In Sie'eo ] ER -The Healert" (In Sleroo) X Movie: ... "The aaawJojey rVa«5"( 1976) A Confederate solrjer von lo avengt his lama/a mtitder. Movkt: 'fctorlwrheDejd"(1998) 
TOON Batman Straw IBatman: Serlee New Scoooy Ooo Moviee Johnny Bravo    IHalloanvOrinch CowAChicken jPftahaCrap      jTtaAvary          |ToonHe*dt CtrMoaPieaat Space Ghost 
USA isrculee: Lagtndafy Jfllys. (ana: Warrior Prlncam (In Stereo) Walker, Teas Ranger (In Slereo! Movie: "Pa!n«Gamer(i992)Alorme<CIAagenii!sui»edbyavtngelu «A lerrorrst. X Thmbtmir 
VH1 Vinyl Justk» (ft) | Pop-Up Vldto Uganda "Enc Clapton" (In Stereo) Hollywd-Vinyl    [flock-Rot! Jto. Behind the Mualc "M C Hammer' [Behind the Music "Rick James"    [Movkt:... *Superny"(l972) 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
353-MEGA 
6 3 4 2 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
GREENWOOD CENTRE 
WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS 
Open Early 
Open Late 
WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS' COUPONS FOB LIKE PRODUCTS a SERVICES 
EGA DEAL 
2 PIZZAS $7.00 
2-10" Cheese Pizzas 
Add'l Toppings .500 each 
2-12" CHEESE PIZZAS $9.00 
Add'l Toppings 75« each 
2-14" CHEESE PIZZAS $11.00 
Add'l Toppings $1.00 each 
CARRYOUT SPECIAL 
$6 .00 
1 Large 1 Topping Pizza 
Add'l Topping $1.00 
WEEKENDER 
4 Lg. Mopping: $20 
6Lg. Mopping:   $3Q 
Add'l. Lg. 1-topping: $5 
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piled from staff and wire report! 
■PROJECT! 
Jeep site work to cost $75 million 
TOLEDO (AP) — The city will pay $75 million — $36 million 
more than originally planned — to clear a site for a new Jeep plant. 
A development agreement reached by city officials and sent to 
Chrysler commits the city to pay about $75 million to ready the site 
for construction of the $1.2 billion project, said Robert Reinbolt, the 
city's Jeep project director. 
It was first estimated to cost just over $39 million. 
The city put together a package of tax breaks and pledged to pay 
for road improvements and the relocation of businesses and homes 
on the new Jeep plant site. The total package has grown to more than 
$250 million over the last year. 
The quick pace of negotiations and limited number of city officials 
assigned to the project were factors that led to the inaccurate figures 
for business relocation costs, Reinbolt said. 
"Later on you find out it is much more complex and much more 
costly than anticipated. That is where the error comes," he said. 
Reinbolt said the city still needs to raise $20 million to pay for its 
share. He said the city is looking at loans, as well as funding from the 
state and county. 
The city intends to use $6.2 million from the recent sale of land in 
a suburban township- 
■ARRESTS""^™""""""™""™^" 
Students shocked by arrests of classmates 
in Kentucky dorm fire 
MURRAY, Kv. (AP) — Students at Murray State University were 
teeling a little safer Thursday upon hearing the news that seven 
people had been charged with setting a dormitory fire that killed a 
classmate. 
"Most people would say if they heard a fire alarm, they would 
just freak," said sophomore Brent Underbill, 20. "A lot of people 
didn't seem to know why it would take so long to find out who did 
it." 
Five students were among the seven people charged in the early- 
morning fire on the fourth floor of the eight-story Hester Hall dor- 
mitory on Sept. 18. Killed was Michael Minger, 19, of Niceville, Fla. 
Four other students were injured, one seriously. 
Capital crimes are a rare occurrence in Murray, a community of 
17,000 in the gently rolling hills of western Kentucky not far from 
the Tennessee border. So far, no one is commenting publicly on a 
possible motive for the fire at this school of 8,700 students. 
"We don't want to jeopardize the case/' said Trooper Chuck 
Robertson of the Kentucky State Police. 
A grand jury on Wednesday charged Fredrick F. McGrath II, 23, 
of Murray, with capital murder, assault, arson, falsely reporting an 
incident and three counts of wanton endangerment. The charges 
could bring the death penalty if he is convicted. 
■SENTENCEDWHHMV^Hwa 
New Jersey woman who killed baby at 
prom gets 15-year prison term 
FREEHOLD, N.J. (AP) — A young woman who gave birth in the 
bathroom at her senior prom, strangled the baby and returned to the 
dance floor was sentenced to 15 years in prison Thursday. 
Under a plea bargain, 20-year-old Melissa Drexler received the 
maximum sentence but could be released in just under three years. 
"I'd like to tell you I'm really, truly sorry for what I've done, OK?" 
said a tearful Ms. Drexler, who pleaded guilty in August to aggra- 
vated manslaughter. 
Superior Court Judge John A. Ricciardi called Ms. Drexler's 
actions "explainable but not excusable." 
"She is not a monster. She is not someone to be gawked at, to be 
vilified by the public and the media. She is entitled to our under- 
standing our compassion and our prayers," he said. 
Ms. Drexler's lawyer, Steven Secare, said the circumstances will 
"obviously never occur again." He said she had a developmental 
and learning disability and was in denial, not of her pregnancy, but 
of how to deal with it. 
Ms. Drexler's parents and boyfriend sat in front row of the court- 
room. 
Ms. Drexler had been charged with murder in the June 6, 1997, 
death of her son. She was a high school senior at the time. 
When she entered her guilty plea, she said the baby was bom 
alive. She said she gave birth into a toilet bowl, then strangled the 
baby, cut the umbilical cord on a sanitary napkin disposal bin and 
tossed the infant into a restroom trash can. She then returned to the 
dance floor of her prom. 
Maintenance workers who were called to clean up blood on the 
restroom floor discovered the baby's body. 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing 
• utilities included 
• space available immediately 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-site laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
for details on hassle-free living! 
Associated Press Photo 
Space shuttle Discovery lifts from launch pad Thurday from Kennedy Space Center with a crew of seven astronauts, including Sen. 
John Glenn. 
Blast off... Glenn back 
in space after 36 years 
□ John Glenn "enjoys the 
show" as he soars into space 
once again. 
The Associated Press  
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Still the hero 
and still making history, John Glenn roared 
back into space Thursday, retracing the trail 
he blazed for America's astronauts 36 years 
ago. 
"Boy, enjoying the show," Glenn said as 
Discovery soared 340 miles over Hawaii 
three hours into the flight. "This is beautiful. 
It's still a trite old statement: Zero-g and I feel 
fine," he added, repeating the words of his 
first flight. 
His commander, Curtis Brown Jr., .,ml 
"Let the record show that John has a smile on 
his face and it goes from one ear to the other 
one and we haven't been able to remove it 
yet." 
Glenn, the first American in orbit on Feb. 
20, 1962, became at age 77 the world's oldest 
space traveler when he and six crewmates 
lifted off aboard the shuttle Discovery at 2:19 
p.m. EST. 
"Liftoff of Discovery with six astronaut 
heroes and one American legend," launch 
commentator Lisa Malone said. 
It was a space sequel with all the right 
stuff. Discovery's departure a mere 19 1/2 
minutes late was practically routine com- 
pared with Glenn's oft-postponed, pioneer- 
ing flight. The launch was marred by an 18- 
by-22-inch panel that fell from the shuttle 
and struck an engine moments before liftoff. 
But NASA said it posed no risk to the crew. 
"Let the winds of Discovery lift us on to 
the future," launch control said in its final 
words to the astronauts 
In taking the second spaceflight of his life. 
Glenn realized a dream that he never 
thought possible. His return to space as the 
first orbiting geriatric test subject captured 
the American imagination, so much so that 
hundreds of thousands of people jammed 
the area to see the retiring senator off. 
President Clinton, the first president to 
witness a shuttle liftoff, pronounced Glenn's 
flight "a great day for America and a great 
day for our senior citizens." 
Soon after reaching orbit, Glenn — a lowly 
Payload Specialist No. 2 — unstrapped him- 
self and for the first time ever floated free 
and weightless. He never got out of the seat 
of his cramped Friendship 7 Mercury capsule 
during his five-hour, triple spin around the 
planet in 1962. 
Scott Carpenter, watching with the two 
other surviving Mercury astronauts from the 
press site four miles away, sent his best wish- 
es to the crew and reprised his immortal 
benediction from 1962: "Good luck, have a 
safe flight and ... once again. Godspeed, John 
Glenn." 
It took 11 attempts over two months for 
Glenn to blast off on America's first manned 
orbital flight. This time, a single try was 
enough; the weather was perfect and the 
countdown was interrupted only by a minor 
alarm problem and then five stray planes 
that delayed liftoff 19 minutes and 34 sec- 
onds. The pilots were angling for good views 
of the launch. 
A few seconds before liftoff, a small panel 
tore away from the rear of Discovery and 
struck one of the main engines. Engineers 
believe it was the drag-chute door or its cov- 
ering. Mission Control assured commander 
Brown that the problem would not cut short 
the nine-day flight and would pose no extra 
risk when the shuttle returns to Earth on 
Nov. 7. 
As the low man on Discovery's crew, the 
Democratic senator from Ohio rode in the 
middle seat of the windowlcss bottom deck 
for launch, staring at a row of metal lockers 
He wore a baggy orange suit with a U.S. flag 
stitched to his left shoulder, a contrast to his 
sleek silver suit of Mercury. 
What would have been a routine science 
flight attracting little notice outside space cir- 
cles was transformed into a media spectacle 
by Glenn's participation. 
Sky-writing pilots spelled out Glenn's 
name in billowing white letters off in the dis- 
tance as the countdown entered its finat 
hour. 
Hundreds of thousands of people who 
started jamming beaches and roads days ago 
cheered as Glenn and his ship soared toward 
the horizon, jusl as so many did a generation 
and more before. Some burst into tears, oth- 
ers applauded and still others embraced in 
joy. Even the T-shirt and junk food hawkers 
paused to witness this inspiring moment in 
space history. 
"It was the coolest thing I ever saw," said 
7-year-old Sam Prince of St. Louis. 
Tears welled up in the eyes of 31-year-old 
Colleen DuLac of Carmel, Ind. "I knew I was 
going to cry," she said. 
Millions more watched America's 123rd 
human spaceflight on TV, including school- 
children whose parents weren't even bom 
when Glenn rocketed away the first time, 
and elderly people who drew inspiration 
from C llenn's exploits 
"I think he's doing it for us, for senior cit- 
izens He is showing what we can do. We're 
not .ill silting around doing nothing," Ade- 
laide Samuelson, 91, said at a nursing home 
in Wallingford, Conn. 
Clinton and his wife, Hillary, watched the 
liftoff from the top of the launch control ten- 
ter with NASA chief Daniel Goldin and two 
space shuttle commanders. The president 
described the launch as "stunning excite- 
ment." 
(>n the other side of the roof were Glenn's 
wife of 55 years, Annie; the C.lenns' two chil- 
dren and two teen-age grandchildren; and 
the other crew members' families. 
The launch also brought out dozens ol 
members of Congress who gathered in 
bleachers overflowing with several thousand 
people, including movie stars such as 
Leonardo DiCaprio. About 3,000 journalist! 
were on hand to record Glenn's send-off, 
compared with 379 reporters for his first 
flight. 
354-2191 
88.1 FM WBGU 
Tune into 88.1 this weekend as the 
Falcons take on a pair of 
conference unbeatens. 
Fri:    BG Hockey @ CCHA unbeaten 
Michigan 
6:30 air time 
Sat:   BG Football hosts 8-0 Marshall and 
Heisman Finalist QB Chad 
Pennington. 
11:00 a.m. air time 
3-8:   "On-The-Line" Sports Talks 
More games than any college station 
in the nation 
r> 
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Clinton watches Glenn make history 
□ President Clinton 
was the first president 
to watch a space 
launch since Richard 
Nixon. 
The Associated Press 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - 
Nervous and excited "like a kid 
at his first Christmas," President 
Clinton watched John Glenn's 
liftoff Thursday from a rooftop 
shaking with rocket thunder. He 
saluted Glenn as "a genuine 
American hero." 
Clinton was the first president 
to witness a space launch since 
Richard Nixon and his wife, Pat, 
sat in pouring rain for the liftoff 
of the Apollo 12 rocket in 
November 1969. Clinton was 
accompanied by his wife, 
Hillary, who said she dreamed 
years ago of being an astronaut 
but was turned down.        # 
"I got a letter saying they 
weren't taking women back in 
the dark ages," the first lady 
remarked. 
Clinton said she told him a 
year ago they had to make a list 
of things they wanted to do and 
places they wanted to go before 
he leaves office. Her first wish 
was to see a space launch, he 
said. 
Five days before the nidterm 
elections, the visit to the 
Kennedy Space Center allowed 
Clinton to share some of the 
media limelight and wrap him- 
self in the nostalgia of Glenn's 
return to space 36 years after 
becoming the first American in 
orbit. 
Eight members of Congress 
flew here with Clinton on Air 
Force One and many others 
came in on congressional flights 
for the historic day. 
Clinton said he unexpectedly 
got a call from the 77-year-old 
Glenn a week or so ago during 
the Mideast peace talks on Mary- 
land's Eastern Shore. 
"I thought, oh my goodness, 
something happened, he can't 
go," Clinton said. He said Glenn 
told him, "I just called to make 
sure you're not going to chicken 
out on me. 1 want you down 
there when I go up." 
On a cloudless afternoon, the 
Clintons had great seats at the 
liftoff. They watched  from the 
rooftop of the Launch Control 
Center, near the families of the 
astronauts. They were escorted 
by NASA Administrator Dan 
Goldin and astronauts Bob 
Cabana and Eileen Collins. 
Collins will be the first female 
commander of a space shuttle 
when she pilots Columbia in the 
spring. 
The Clintons were speechless 
for about a minute and a half and 
reached for binoculars as Discov- 
ery roared out of sight. Clinton 
said he was "absolutely 
thrilled." Mrs. Clinton said it 
was amazing. 
Afterward, the Clintons visit- 
ed the Firing Room to greet 200 
officials and technicians at 
curved consoles of computerized 
controls. They also joined a post- 
launch celebration in the lobby 
where NASA employees ate 
beans and combread, the tradi- 
tional meal after a successful 
liftoff. 
Clinton said that as he stood 
on the rooftop, "We felt the ceil- 
ing rumble beneath our feet." He 
thanked NASA and added, 
"And of course I want to thank 
John Glenn, my good friend and 
a genuine American hero." 
Clinton, in an interview with 
CNN, pronounced himself an 
advocate for "continued aggres- 
sive exploration of space" and 
denied that Glenn's flight was a 
reward for supporting the 
administration in the Senate. "If I 
had my druthers, he'd be home 
in Ohio running for re-election 
right now." 
"It's an important day for the 
space program. But it's a great 
day for America, a great day for 
our senior citizens and I hope 
that all Americans share the exu- 
berance that I feel today," Clin- 
ton said. 
He praised NASA's efficiency, 
saying the space agency had 
tightened its belt and was 
launching eight missions a year 
with about the same money as 
for two missions earlier. 
Clinton also said he was will- 
ing to spend more money if nec- 
essary to keep the American- 
Russian joint international space 
station on schedule as Russia 
uBefore returning to Washing- 
ton, Clinton was the star in Palm 
Beach at a pair of campaign 
appearances — a $200,000 recep- 
tion benefiting Rep. 
CANDIDATES 
Continued from page one. 
of the automobile and were only 
built strong enough to hold the 
horse and buggy. Many of the 
bridges could not be crossed by 
buses or emergency vehicles. 
The budget allowed for 
improvements to be made to 
these bridges. 
"This had a direct impact on 
safety for the community," 
Brown said. 
Brown and Carpenter also 
stressed that managing the tax- 
payers money was a big concern 
for them. 
"It's important that govern- 
ment be run like a business. The 
tax dollars should be spent fru- 
gally and with business sense," 
Brown said. 
With similar goals, both 
Brown and Carpenter feel they 
will each bring something 




Continued from page one. 
people attended, including stu- 
dents from the University of Tole- 
do. Oberlin College and Defiance 
College. 
LSU also raised $400. which 
was donated to the Wood County 
United Way and collected 400 cans 
for La Posada, a charity in Toledo 
during Latinopalooza. 
Brewer said even though His- 
panic History Month is over. Latino 
culture and Latino students must 
not be forgotten. 
'Wc arc present on campus." 
Brewer said. "We should be recog- 
nized all year long, not Just for a 
month." 
Continued from page one. 
She said athletics already get a 
good portion of the University's 
funds and that any revenues 
from selling a beverage contract 
should go towards something 
beneficial to all students. 
The most popular area for the 
potential money named by sur- 
veyed students was toward a 
new student union. Other stu- 
dents said the money should be 
used to bring concerts to campus 
or given to student organiza- 
tions. None of the respondents 
said that the money should go to 
athletics. 
Schimpf said the University is 
only in the beginning stages of 
examining the benefits of going 
with one company, yet the main 
factor will be how beneficial it 
will be for the University. At this 
point, the team will hire a con- 
sultant to advise the University 
of the advantages and disadvan- 
tages of contracting with one 
company, she said. 
Student Reactions to Cola Wars 
Should the University grant exclu- 
sive distribution on campus to 
Coke or Pepsi? 
If the University was given 
money for such an agreement, 
should they sign up? 
24.2% 
75.8% 
Yes No Yes No 
CENTER- 
Continued from page one. 
great programs important to stu- 
dent health," Whipplc said. "The 
resources here are beneficial and 
the facility really welcomes stu- 
dents and they should take 
advantage of the helpful staff." 
According to Whipple, stu- 
dents will be more successful in 
the classroom if they feel good 
about themselves. 
Gardner and other University 
alumni came to support the 
opening of the new facility to 
promote something positive 
happening in education, espe- 
cially at the University. 
"There are a lot of good things 
happening at BGSU, there are 
many pro-student activities and 
President Sidney Ribeau is 
achieving his goal and becoming 
more student oriented," Gardner 
said. 
Happy Halloween 
from all of us at 
The BG News! 
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HAIR NAILS TANNING 
352-6459 
»••••••••• 
10 Visits- $30.00 
18 Visits-only $40.00 
25 Visits - only $50.00 
"Tfie 6ai design team in 8G" 
Located at corner of 




For I tilled Statei Senate 
Marcy Kaptur 




for I nlled Stales Cant"" 
(SI* District) 
Michael B. Coleman 
for Uenlenanl Governor 
Charleta Tavares 
for Secretary of Stale 
Louis N. Strike 




Men., Nev 1 
DINNER NIGHT 
Rlcnary Cordray 
For Attorney General 
1998 DEMOCRATIC FAHILY 
"Mo Excuses'* 
4:10 P.M. to 7:90 P.M. 
MMM To "(nreyrtiy, SvvK* 
and lha Public Trutt" 
Kaufman's Downtown 
163 S. Main St., Bowling Green 
All You Can Eat • Family Style • No Speeches 
Beverages Not Included • Carry Out Available 
Come And Go As You Are And When You Want 
Please send your check today or call in for reserva- 
tions at the telephone numbers shown below. There 
will be no tickets for the night of the dinner - only 
reservations. 
If you cannot attend on Nov. 2, 1998, you can pur- 
chase coupons good on any Tuesday night through 
December 31, 1998 for a Family Chicken Dinner at 
Kaufman's Downtown. Bowling Green. We will mail 
you your coupons. 
Paid K» by tie Wood County Democrat* Party, ease, n lakh*,. Chair. P 0 io> 707. sVMtig 
GVeen OH 434O2-0707 (Tel   41B-362-629.) 
r**" —> —> —*•     CLIP AND MAH. TODAY      "" ""* ™ ~ ""\ 
MAIL-IN RESERVATION FORM FOR THE 
1998 DEMOCRATIC FAMILY CHICKEN DINNER NIGHT 
Please reserve mo darners lor IheNov 2.1998 
|DemoCTillcF.rr«lyaiir*onr^a,TOOuperdlr«»t $ 00 I 
. Pious >and mo . coupon., each good tor ■ Family Style ■ 
I Chicken Drtner al Kaufman's Downtown any Tuesday batore tie 
_ end ol Ine year 0 $20 00 per dinner $ 00 . 
I I donl kke cheken and/or can't make any Tuesday mghl. out 
• I warn lo help out cendldales EnOoaod a my donation $_       00 | 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $ 
I ADDRESS. 
I CITY  -ZIP- 
PHONE   
CARRY OUT ORDER (Check. rl carry out • detked on 11/2/W 
I CREOfT CARD ORDERS 
I Please charge my Mastercard /Visa (Ode) 
-Cert Number  
I Espwnon Dele /  
I Mall lo:   B G / Wood County Democrats 
P.O Boi 707. Bowling Green, OH 43402-0707 
■ Cell   J52-S2M or 6*6-2252 lor Reservations 
John Donofrio 
For State Treasnrer 
Gary Tyack 
For Chief Jusrlc- 
Ohio Supreme Court 
Francis E. Sweeney 
Justice - Otto Supreme Court 
Caroline 
Spoerl-Carpenter 
For Wood County Commissioner 
Kurt M. Young 
for State Kepresenlalite 
(41b District) 
Mark Pietrykowskl 
For Judge of Court of Apeali 
16th District) 
LlndeWebb 





BGSU   Football V S 
Tomorrow at 12:00 in Doyt Perry Stadium. 
All   students   admitted   for   FREE   with   valid   BGSU   ID 
Marshall 
Sponsers: Alltell 
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Multicultural program addresses religious issues 
Q Groups discuss 
what it is like to be a 
religious minority on 
campus. 
By IVY CHIN 
 The BG News  
The University Libraries and 
Learning Resources held a cul- 
tural diversity program Wednes- 
day in the Jerome Library Pallis- 
ter Conference Room . 
"What Is It Like to be a Mem- 
ber of a Religious Minority in 
America?" was the topic of the 
program. Five panelists from a 
variety   of   minority   religions 
related their personal, past and 
current experiences of being a 
minority in the United States. 
Panalists talked about Mus- 
lim, Paganism, Judaism, Nation 
of Islam and Jainism. 
Kausalya Padmaraj, a panelist 
who is also the coordinator for 
interlibrary loan services and a 
member of the multicultural 
affairs committee, gave an 
overview of the philosophy of 
her religion. She also shared her 
experience living in Bowling 
Green as a minority member and 
how it impacts on her religious 
practices. 
In addition, she provided 
information about how her reli- 
gion is viewed by the society 
here. 
"We have so many diversities 
here that are differed by lan- 
guages, countries, ethnicities and 
religions," Padmaraj said. 
Padmaraj practices Jainism 
and she said that one of the key 
concepts of her religion is non- 
violence. Jainists believe that 
people should not hurt or 
destroy the environment. 
People who are interested in 
and want to know more about 
other religions might find this 
panel interesting, Padmaraj said. 
"It will be a good experience 
for the community and it adds to 
the strength of the University," 
she said. 
Padmaraj said that she never 
felt discriminated against at the 
University. She said one possible 
reason could be due to the fact 
that she is a staff member at the 
University and staff tend to be 
more mature than students. 
"My appearance may look 
different because I dress differ- 
ently," Padmaraj said. "Howev- 
er, pratically, I have never felt 
discriminated against." 
According to Mary Wrighten, 
reference and multicultural ser- 
vices librarian, the series about 
cultural diversity issues has been 
ongoing since fall 1989 and each 
year different themes are select- 
ed. The theme of this year is "All 
in the Name of Religion: Diversi- 
ty and Discord." 
Wrighten said that the religion 
theme is being used for the first 
time and all programs running 
throughout the year will reflect 
the theme. All the programs will 
focus on differences and diversi- 
ty issues. 
"It is our goal to keep our staff 
sensitive -to differences and to 
include all people," Wrighten 
said. "We want to maintain an 
open atmosphere especially in 
the library because we provide 
information to everybody." 
Wrighten also said that in 
order for the committee to main- 
tain its focus on the diversity 
issue, they constantly run relat- 
ed-issue programs that are 
geared toward faculty and staff. 
"This program has been well 
received by the community," 
Wrighten said. 
She explained that attendance 
might be varied on themes and 
topics that are chosen, but over- 
all, they have good attendance 
not only from the library staff, 
but also the campus community. 
"It is not only lecture and 
information, but people can also 
feel free to ask questions and dis- 
cuss the issues," Wrighten said. 
In the Spring, there will be 
two different panels held at the 
same time and same place. For 
more information, one can check 
out the website, http://www. 
bgsu.edu/colleges/library/inlc 
srv/mac/ or contact Mary 
Wrighten at 372-7897. 
That blows 
BG Newt Photo/MATT DANN 
I Scott Morningstar. grounds keeper, blows the leaves on campus into piles for easy pick up. 
Cross-dressier forced to leave school 
□ Feminine boy shakes 
up small school in 
Georgia 
The Associated Press 
CARROLLTON, Ga. 
Patrick Nelson had heard there 
was a cross-dressing boy 
enrolled at his high school. But 
darned if he could figure out just 
who it was 
"I looked for him the first cou- 
ple weeks. The honest truth — I 
didn't even know," Nelson said 
One day, he was talking about 
the mystery to a friend, who 
smiled and pointed to the pretty 
blonde at the desk next to his. 
"I said, 'No way, that's too 
weird!"' Nelson recalled. "Then I 
thought about it, and I said, 'So 
what's so weird about that?"' 
But while Nelson and his 
friends were willing to accept 
Matthew "Alex" McLendon's 
feminine appearance and man- 
nerisms, others in this rural, con- 
servative western Georgia com- 
munity of about 20,000 weren't. 
And so 15-year-old Alex with- 
drew from school under pres- 
sure, leaving supporters of the 
popular, easygoing student won- 
dering what threat they had sup- 
posedly been protected from. 
"Alex wasn't causing any 
problems. She got along well 
with everybody," said classmate 
and friend Meayghan Denkers. 
"She wasn't trying to change 
anybody to be like her or any- 
thing." 
After a heated meeting of the 
board of the small, private Geor- 
gian Country Day School on Oct. 
6, Alex was "invited to with- 
draw" or face expulsion. Alex, 
who had enrolled in September 
after attending public school, 
was cited for wearing a tongue 
ring, but had been called before 
school authorities earlier about 
his female dress, makeup and 
hairstyle. 
Most of Alex's classmates — 
including some of the boys — 
wore bows in their hair in protest 
until ordered to remove them by 
the principal. Some indignantly 
quoted their school handbook, 
which urges acceptance of 
"diversity in opinion, culture, 
ideas, behavioral characteristics, 
attributes or challenges." 
"Alex represents something 
that's way beyond the experi- 
ence and the comfort zone of the 
very conservative people we live 
with," said Lori Lipoma, 
Meayghan's mother and a 
drama teacher at the school. "I 
really think we all lost some- 
thing very precious that night." 
School officials would not dis- 
cuss the case. 
Scholarship fund j 
developed to honor 
professor 1 
□ A scholarship is 
being set up to remem- 
ber a retired University 
German professor. 
By IVY CHIN 
 The BO News  
A reception will be held today 
for the establishment of a schol- 
arship fund in honor of a retired 
German professor. 
The Dr. Dzidra Shllaku Schol- 
arship Fund was set up by seven 
of professor Shllaku's students 
who have been positively influ- 
enced by her, according to 
Christina Guenther, current asso- 
ciate German professor and last 
year's director of Academic Year 
Abroad (AYA) to Salzburg, Aus- 
tria. 
These seven students named 
themselves "die Gruppe," — in 
English, "the Group" — and 
were students from 1967 through 
1970. 
"The fund will enable quali- 
fied students with financial 
needs to participate in the BGSU 
academic year abroad program 
at the University of Salzburg," 
Guenther said. 
She also explained that "die 
Gruppe" has committed $4,000 
per year for three years in order 
to get the scholarship going. 
The first announcement of the 
Shllaku Fund was actually made 
by one of the group members, 
Steven Harris, on June 18 at the 
University of Salzburg. It was 
during the celebration of the 30- 
year anniversary of the partner- 
ship between BGSU and Univer- 
sity  of Salzburg,   Dr.  Guenther 
explained. 
According to Dr. Guenther/ 
there are 25 to 30 students 
engaged in the Salzburg study, 
abroad program each year. 
BGSU German professor or faci 
ulty member also directs 
program in Austria. 
Dr. Shllaku was originally 
from Latvia. She received her 
doctorate degree in historical lin- 
guistics at the University of 
Bologna in Italy. 
Dr. Shllaku was a full-time 
associate German professor at 
BGSU from 1959- 85. She then 
continued as a part-time profesH 
sor until 1995. In addition lo 
teaching German at the Universi- 
ty, Dr. Shllaku also taught Russ- 
ian and introduced the first Ital-; 
ian classes at BGSU. 
Sue Sidor, AYA assistant, said 
that Dr. Shllaku was once a direc- 
tor of the summer study abroad 
program to Salzburg in the laid 
'60s when the program was first 
introduced. 
"The Salzburg exchange pro 
gram is one of the oldest 
exchange programs for the Uni- 
versity of Salzburg and BGSU," 
Sidor said. "And Dr. Shllaku was 
one of the first summer direc--. 
tors." 
Along with Harris, the six 
other "die Gruppe" members are 
Lana Chadwick, Eric Moore, 
Larry Snavely, Dallas Hull, 
William Weis and Susan Mendiz- 
za. 
The reception will begin at 
7:30 p.m. in 101 Shatzel Hall, and 
it will be hosted by the Depart- 
ment of German, Russian and 
East Asian Languages. 
Kosovo refugee reluctant to return home 
_i Albanians are wary 
of remaining soldiers. 
The Associated Press 
HUHLJE, Yugoslavia — Their 
tractors and horse carts piled 
high with belongings, a dozen 
■thnic Albanian families gath- 
ered in a grassy field Thursday 
and prepared to journey home 
together after weeks as refugees. 
Then ethnic Albanian guerril- 
la, showed up and warned them 
not to go because Serb police 
were in the area, sparking an 
argument during which a rebel 
drew his weapon. 
Eventually, only one tractor 
set off down the dirt road, then 
turned back a few miles later at 
the sight of army vehu lea 
This week's withdrawal of 
Serb police and Yugoslav sol- 
d icrs from Kosovo was supposed 
to allow the safe return of an esti- 
mated 300,000 refugees, particu- 
larly the 150,000 still in the 
restive province. 
But two days after news of the 
withdrawal spread, only small 
numbers have gone back home. 
11 w if any were seen heading 
home Thursday. 
Those  interviewed  cited  the 
same reasons: police or soldiers 
were still in the area, or their 
houses were unlivable because of 
war damage. 
"The return is not as easy as 
was expected," said Jacques 
Franquin of the U.N. refugee 
agency in Geneva. 
Western powers led by the 
United States threatened NATO 
airstrikes to pressure Yugoslav 
President Slobodan Milosevic to 
agree on Oct. 12 to reduce his 
forces in Kosovo to the level they 
were at before he launched a 
crackdown on Albanian sepa- 
ratists in February. 
The threat of airstrikes 
remains, though NATO this 
week lifted its deadline for Milo- 
sevic to fully comply with the 
wide-ranging agreement reached 
with U.S. envoy Richard Hol- 
brooke. 
International observers report 
large numbers of Serb police and 
Yugoslav soldiers have returned 
to barracks or left Kosovo, and a 
convoy of 15 tanks rumbled into 
the Pristina barracks on Thurs- 
day from positions nine miles 
west of the capital. 
But police and soldiers still 
maintain a visible presence in 
some areas. Police were checking 
vehicles Thursday on the main 
road between Pristina and the 
western city of Pec. Three tanks 
and two mortar launchers were 
positioned outside Junik, near 
the border with Albania. 
Refugees said the continued 
police presence shows the failure 
of the agreement. 
"I don't have anything to eat 
and my family is sleeping on the 
floor but I can't go back because 
there are police just 200 yards 
from my house," complained 
Cen Gashi, 58, a farmer and 
father of 11 children living in the 
room of an acquaintance about 2 
1 /2 miles from his village. 
In a field at Bublje, 30 miles 
west of Pristina, families with 
their mattresses, baby carriages, 
blankets, flour sacks and other 
possessions loaded on carts wait- 
ed to head home to Perceva, 
about two miles away. 
The arrival of four Kosovo 
Liberation Army guerrillas, one 
in his camouflage fatigues, 
sparked an uproar — the guerril- 
las said 'don't go' and the men 
resisted turning back. 
As the din increased, the KLA 
leader reached in his car to pull 
out a wide-barreled, shoulder- 
held weapon that shut everyone 
ft 
up. After a more subdued discus- 
sion, one of the farmers — Hasan 
Gashi — drove his green tractor 
hauling a full laden cart with his 
family of 10 toward Perceva. 
Halfway there, people on the 
road pointed out an army post- 
ing near the town that included 
two armored vehicles and a 
small truck. Gashi turned back. 
"We cannot spend our lives in 
other people's homes," Gashi 
said as his wife and mother 
cried. "But now I am going 
back- 
In the western Kosovo village 
of Kodralji, a few people who 
returned a week or two ago said 
no one else would come back 
now because police continued to 
patrol. A few minutes later, a 
blue armored police vehicle 
ambled down the dirt road 
toward the village. 
Since the withdrawal, land 
mines and booby traps set by 
Serb forces have been tripped 
and reports of sporadic violence 
continue. The Serb Media Center 
reported Thursday that two pro- 
Serb Albanians had been killed 
by the guerrillas in separate inci- 
dents. The report could not be 
independently verified. 
Large numbers of Serb police and Yugoslav soldiers have 
returned to barracks or left Kosovo, and a convoy of 15 tanks 
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The men's race starts at 11 a.m. and is a s ightly different course 
and length. The women run at noon. 
Falcon seniors 
set for title run 
□ The women's cross 
country team is con- 
centrating on winning 
the MAC to make it to 
the NCAA Champi- 
onships. 
By MARK WIESE 
The BG News  
Last call for the seniors on the 
women's cross country team. 
The women's cross country 
season is winding down and it is 
gut check time now for the Fal- 
cons. With a competitive Mid- 
American Conference Champi- 
onship meet and a difficult dis- 
trict meet coming up the Falcons 
need to step up and show why 
they are rated as one of the best 
teams in the country. 
The leadership and experi- 
ence of the seniors needs to push 
the Falcons to the promised land 
of the NCAA Championships. 
This has been the ultimate goal 
of the entire team, lead by 
seniors Wendy Licht-Ordway, 
Laura Deneau, Libby Mitchell 
and injured Jessica Lafene. 
"The seniors are the heart of 
our team," coach Steve Price 
said. "They posses good leader- 
ship qualities and provide an 
example to the rest of the team 
with their hard work." 
Senior co-captains Licht-Ord- 
way and Deneau have really 
turned it up here in the last two 
meets. They were the top two 
runners for the Falcons in the last 
meet at  the  Michigan Interre- 
Weckesser 
finds his talent 
in running 
□ BG's senior cross 
country runner Jim 
Weckesser is a fun-lov- 
ing, hard-working per- 
son with a big heart. 
By KEVIN GUTEKUNST 
 The BG News  
Most people, without regard 
to race, gender, or age, possess 
some special talent. For Bowling 
Green senior cross country run- 
ner Jim Weckesser, that is run- 
ning. 
Jim Weckesser is from Center- 
ville, Ohio, located near Dayton. 
He came to BG for many dif- 
ferent reasons 
"(It was) far from home, but 
not too far from home," 
Weckesser said. "An older 
friend of mine went here too, 
and I liked the coach here (It was 
Sid Sink at the time) so I chose 
BG." 
He is currently majoring in 
secondary education and has a 
minor in history. 
Jim has aspirations of some- 
day becoming a teacher in any of 
the social sciences, most notably 
poltical science, psychology and 
history. 
Running competitively is 
nothing new to him. He has been 
running since he was 10, dating 
back  to his days as a Junior 
Olympian. 
He and senior Pat Carney are 
the Falcons' co-captains. 
"I am not too vocal," Weckess- 
er said. "I think both Pat and I 
lead more by example. I attribute 
that idea to the team. They are 
already focused and self-moti- 
vated on their own. The team 
does not really need me or Pat to 
keep them in line." 
Throughout the season, 
Weckesser has been the top run- 
ner for BG and his presence on 
and off the course will surely be 
missed in the future. 
"Jim will be greatly missed," 
junior runner Dan Flaute said. 
"He's a natural talent, and a 
charismatic guy. He is very 
relaxed, and always maintains a 
positive attitude. Jim is a really 
nice guy to hang out with. He 
really goes out of his way to get 
to know his teammates." 
Junior Steve Chapa, who has 
been Jim's teammate for four 
years, added his thoughts. 
"On the field, Jim is a good 
motivator," Chapa said. "Off the 
field, he is a fun-loving guy. Jim 
is a lot of fun to be around. Jim 
has great determination. He 
knows what he needs, to do and 
he usually seems to come 
through." 
Even though he is a busy, 
involved individual, Weckesser 
BG Newt Photo/ JASON SUGGS 
Men's cross country senior Jim Weckesser runs up "Bill's Hill" at 
the Mel Brodt invitational earlier this year. Weckesser will lead. 
his team at the MAC Championships today in Bowling Green. 
The seniors are the heart of our team. 
They posses good leadership qualities and 
provide an example to the rest of the team 
with their hard work." 
Ste»e Price 
women s cross country coacb 
gional. Licth-Ordway finished 
eleventh in a field of the finest 
collegiate runners in the nation. 
"This season has been very 
special as a senior," BG's Wendy 
Licht-Ordway said. "I am going 
to miss the bond we have when 
the team runs together." 
Libby Mitchell has played a 
valuable  role as a good  team 
• See SENIORS, page nine. 
Women's cross country 
keeps NCAA in mind 
J The women's cross 
country team is gear- 
ing up to get a ticket to 
the NCAA Champi- 
onships. 
By MARK WIESE 
The BG News 
The women's cross country 
team ran countless miles and put 
in hours of hard work for one 
reason, to achieve the goal of get- 
ting a ticket to the big dance, the 
NCAA Championships. 
Only the best teams in the 
nation, the top 31, get a ticket to 
attend this dance. The Falcons, 
currently ranked 31st in the 
nation, think they have a shot at 
one of those tickets. 
"It would be a dream to run at 
the NCAA Championship meet 
this year," Mitchell said. 
The Falcons chance to get a 
bid would be stronger, but each 
meet the team has competed in 
with ranked teams, BG has fin- 
ished just short. In both the 
Notre Dame Invitational and the 
Michigan Interregional, which 
showcased a number of ranked 
teams, BG finished behind all of 
the teams that were ranked 
ahead of them. 
BG is still in the hunt for a 
ticket and this makes the next 
two meets very critical for the 
Falcons. The MAC Champi- 
onships and the Great Lakes Dis- 
trict are the last chances for the 
• See NCAA, page nine. 
BG paces itself for 
opportunity in 
MAC championship 
is able to keep important things 
simple. Above all things, he feels 
the most important is to gradu- 
ate. 
• See WECKESSER, page nine. 
□ The Mid-American 
Conference Cross 
Country Champi- 
onships are taking 
place this weekend. 
By KEVIN GUTEKUNST 
 The BG News 
After a season of hard work, 
the Bowling Green cross country 
team puts it all on the line at the 
Mid-American Championship 
Friday. 
After a season of illness and 
injury, the Falcons are healthy 
and ready to go. 
The clear-cut favorite for 
MAC conference supremacy is 
the Central Michigan Chippe- 
was. At press time, they were 
ranked third in their region and 
15th in the nation. CMU has been 
pummeling its MAC opponents 
and riding the wave of success 
all season long. 
Behind CMU, the Eastern 
Michigan Eagles and the Miami 
RedHawk squads look to battle 
it out for second. Miami, the 
defending MAC Champion, is a 
particularly deep team com- 
posed mainly of Ohio standouts, 
most notably seniors Sam Bell 
and Doug Bockenstette, and 
sophomore Ernie Ziegler. 
After that, it is wide open, and 
the BGSU team has as good a 
shot as any other team in their 
conference. Senior co-captain Jim 
Weckesser, the teams number 
one runner all season, will lead 
the charge. He will be supported 
Dy juniors Steve Chapa and Dan 
Flaute, freshman Rob Glatz, and 
sophomore Kreg Hatfield. 
"We are going to have to be 
competitive," said men's cross 
country coach Sterling Martin. 
"We have a solid shot to finish in 
at least the top half if we are 
healthy." 
Junior runner Steve Chapa 
added his thoughts. 
"Of course the goal is to win. 
Realistically, though, we could 
finish in the top three. We need 
everyone to be healthy and 
everyone to run a great time." 
The MAC Championships are 
home Friday by Doyt L- Perry 
Stadium. 
The men's race is at 11 ajn. 
and the women's race is sched- 
uled for 12 a.m. 
A big time sports champi- 
onship like this one comes to BG 
once every 10 years. 
"It means a lot to me to run 
my last conference Champi- 
onship here at home," Weckesser 
said. "It's my final hurrah, and 
I'll always remember it." 




□ The Falcons host the 
defending MAC cham- 
pions and undefeated 
Marshall. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
 The BG News  
It might be Halloween, but 
Bowling Green isn't being fooled 
by Marshall. 
The Thundering Herd may 
have lost Randy Moss this year 
to the NFL, but last years Mid- 
American Conference champi- 
ons haven't missed a beat. 
Marshall (8-0, 6-0 MAC) is 
ranked 28th and 29th in the 
ESPN/ USA Today coaches poll 
and Associated Press poll respec- 
tively. 
The Falcons (2-5, 2-2 MAC) 
are coming off a 42-21 win over 
winless Kent. BG ran for 424 
yards in the game, but coach 
Gary Blackney doesn't expect 
that kind of yardage against the 
top-ranked defense in the MAC. 
Marshall has playmakers on 
both sides of the ball. 
Offensively, the Thundering 
Herd are led by quarterback and 
Davey   O'Brien   finalist   Chad 
Pennington. 
The O'Brien 
award is pre- 
sented yearly 




going to have 
to   come   up 
with   a   plan 
like we did against Central Flori- 
da," Blackney said. "Try to get 
the ball out of ^n 
Pennington's 
hands as best 
we  can,  take 
time   off   the 
clock,  play  a 
slow       down 
game." 
The BG sec- 
ondary could Bob Niemet 
have   a   long 
day against Pennington and his 
receivers. Pennington is averag- 
ing 294.4 yards passing per game 
and has an 18-3 touchdown to 
interception ratio. 
Even without Moss, Marshall 
receivers LaVom Colclough, 
Nate Poole and Jerrald Long lead 
the core of receivers. Pennington 
uses the whole field, having 
thrown to 17 different receivers 
this year. 
BG News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER 
BG freshman tailback Godfrey Lewis tries to keep his balace against Central Florida. The Falcons are 2-1 at home this year. 
On the other side of the ball, 
the Falcons will use a combina- 
tion of quarterbacks and running 
backs to fight the Thundering 
Herd. 
Senior quarterback Bob 
Niemet started last week against 
Kent, but completed only 4 of 12 
passes for 48 yards. Blackney 
says Niemet's strengths arc run- 
ning for an option attack, while 
Ricky Schneider is more of a gra- 
ditional passer. Before the Kent 
game, Schneider had started 
four-straight games. 
"If we need to run the option, 
Bob Niemet's probably a little bit 
bitter," Blackney said. "If we can 
protect, and throw and get off 
coverage than Ricky would 
probably figure in." 
Falcon running backs Steve 
Holmes and Godfrey Lewis will 
give BG a one-two punch on the 
ground. 
Holmes provided the second- 
best day for a running back in 
BG football history with 220 
yards and a touchdown against 
Kent last Saturday. Lewis leads 
the Falcons with 497 yards and a 
78 yard average per game. 
Defensively, the Thundering 
Herd allow only 296 yards per 
game. Linebacker John Grace is a 
force in the middle and supports 
a run defense that gives up a 
mere 114 yards per game. The 
secondary is equally strong, led 
by comerback Daninelle Derri- 
cott and free safety Roger Beck- 
ett. Derricott leads the MAC in 
interceptions with six. 
Blackney said the Falcons 
may use pull some more tricks of 
the his bag. So far this year, BG. 
has successfully done a fake 
reverse pass, ran and passed foe 
a first down on a fake punt and 
recovered a opening onside kick- 
off. 
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leers take on UM 
BO News Photo/ JASON SUGGS 
BG icef Zoch Ham confronts a Miami player. The Falcons take on Michigan in Ann Arbor Friday. 
□ Bowling Green trav- 
els to Michigan today 
in the first of three reg- 
ular season meetings. 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
The BG News 
They are the defending 
NCAA champions. The arena 
they play seats 1,000 more than 
the BGSU Ice Arena. And the 
fans are something else. 
Today Bowling Green will 
travel to the Yost Arena to face 
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation foes, Michigan. 
The Wolverines are 4-1-0 over- 
all, 3-0-0 CCHA after defeating 
Al.iska-Fairbanks last weekend, 
6-1   and   2-1.   Freshman  Mike 
Comrie now leads the team in 
points with seven (3 goals and 4 
assists). Mike Van Ryn and Dale 
Rominski are tied with Comrie 
for the team lead in goals. 
"1 think it is a team with a lot 
of talent," BG coach Buddy Pow- 
ers said. "Unlike the past couple 
of years it is not a real veteran 
team." 
Michigan may have lost only 
three players at the end of last 
season, but the three loses were 
important. 
The blue and yellow lost Bill 
Muckalt, Matt Herr and goal- 
tender Marty Turco. Muckalt led 
Michigan with 43 points and is 
now playing for the Vancouver 
Canucks. Herr finished last sea- 
son with 23 points. 
Turco was the NCAA's All- 
Time win leader. Now freshman 
Josh Blackburn is filling the 
skates Turco left Blackburn has 
appeared in four games this sea- 
son, today will probably mark 
his fifth start. 
Coach Red Berenson has led 
the team to two NCAA titles 
since he began his coaching 
tenure more than ten years ago, 
and has helped yle team to lour 
CCHA regular season title$. 
Berenson is 25th in all-time vu to 
ries among college coaches. 
BG is more or less prepare^ 
for this first of three meetings 
with Michigan. Last season 
Michigan defeated the Falcons in 
the three games played. 
"They have some good under- 
classmen that are putting num- 
bers up and we have to go in and 
challenge them," Powers said. 
Bowling Green men's golf team falls apart at final fall tournament 
□ The men's golf team 
finished the season 
with a poor showing at 
the Dayton Invitation- 
al. 
By DAN NIED 
The BG News 
As the season came to a close, 
Garry Winger wanted to find his 
five best players to compete in 
the spring season. 
He didn't. 
The men's golf coach was 
forced to ponder the future of his 
team after a poor showing at 
their final fall tournament. Last 
weekend Bowling Green fin- 
ished ninth out of 10 teams at the 
Dayton/Wright State Invitation- 
al. 
"No one on our team played 
well," Winger said. "It was a hor- 
rible effort on everyone's part." 
Leading the Falcons with a 
two-round score of 151 was 
sophomore Brian Gerken. Also 
participating was Otto  Larson 
(153), Andy Thiessen (153), Jon 
Smarrelli (154) and Jeff Hunt 
(158). 
The Dayton Tournament was 
won by Wright State, followed 
by Cleveland State and Detroit. 
The Falcons had beaten each 
team in earlier tournaments. 
"I still can t tell who our lop 
five guys are," Winger said. "No 
one has stepped up. The guys are 
not making my job easy." 
Perhaps the most disappoint- 
ing thing coming out of this tour- 
• See GOLF, page nine, 
19th Annual ^ 
Halloween Bash 
at    *** 
Uptown/Downtown 
Saturday 
October 3L 1998 
$250 1st Prize - Best Costume 
$100 2nd Prize • $50 3rd Prize 
Prizes for 10 Runner-UPS 
I st 500 People Receive a Free Mug 
udfiinfi at 12:30 A.M 
Read The BG News sports section and support Falcon athletics 
rTirrwfrynnTO. 
5 in plastic 






pumpkin or wilch hat 
dark hockey mask 
glitter make-up 




Kids popular character costumes 
Kids fabric HalkMcen costumes 
I 
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BG desperate for 
win against NIU 
BG Newt Photo/ JASON SUGGS 
Sophomore Krista Davis battles to stop Miami at the front of the net. 
□ BG plays Northern 
Illinois in hopes of a 
much needed win. 
By MATT STEINER and 
NICK HURM 
 The BG News  
Victories has been nowhere to 
be found for Bowling Green. 
Tonight, the Falcons are going to 
have to look hard for a win. BG 
travels to the state of Illinois to 
do battle with the Huskies of 
Northern Illinois. 
The Falcons own a 11-13 
record overall, 4-7 in the Mid- 
American Conference. BG has 
lost their last six matches. This 
marks their longest skid since 
they lost six straight in October 
19%. The Huskies will try to 
make BG's streak seven games. 
That would be the longest in 15 
years. BG lost eight straight in 
September 1983. 
NIU isl5-4 overall. They 
recently moved into second in 
the MAC by beating Ball State to 
improve to 7-2 in the conference. 
"They (NIU) have a veteren 
team," coach Denise Van De 
Walle said. "They are pretty 
strong, very physical at the net. 
They hit a heavy ball. Offensive- 
ly, I think they are pretty dynam- 
ic. Northern Illinois traditionally 
is very strong at home. They 
have great student support." 
The Huskies are second in the 
MAC in kills per game (17.43), 
assists per game (16.10), and hit- 
ting percentage (.266). Sopho- 
more Mandy Swick is fourth in 
the conference averaging 4.23 
kills per game. Allison Frasor, 
the Huskies new starting setter, 
is currently second in the MAC 
in assists with 13.50 per game. 
NIU boasts the most recent 
MAC Defensive Player of the 
Week. Senior Amber Howard 
received the honors for her play 
in the Ball State match last week. 
Howard had an impressive 14 
digs and 3 blocks in helping the 
Huskies move up in the confer- 
ence. She also added 18 kills and 
3 assists for a .342 hitting per- 
centage. 
BG has been struggling on the 
offensive side lately. In their last 
two matches against Miami and 
Akron the Falcons have had hit- 
ting percentages of .053 and .058 
respectively. In their six games 
against these two opponents, BG 
posted a total of 66 kills for 11 
per game. These figures are sub- 
par. For the season, they have 
averaged 14.95 kills per game for 
a .215 hitting percentage. 
The Falcon's have been focus- 
ing hard at practice to get their 
offense out of their recent blun- 
ders. 
"We have been really working 
hard on our serving and passing, 
our ball handling," Van De Walle 
said. "We're trying to get our 
offense back to as strong as it 
was early." 
BG has changed practice 
around this week to make it less 
stressful and more fun. 
"It's (practice) not as stress- 
ful," Junior Kris Pesorda said. 
"These last two days I.have" real- 
ly enjoyed practice. It has been 
fun." 
One of the major problems for 
BG this year has been consistan- 
cy. BG will need strong play out 
of their starters as well as players 
like Amber Vorst, Chris Shep- 
herd, and JoAnna Papageorgiou 
coming off the bench. 
Falcon soccer needs key game for playoffs 
□ BG needs win Fri- 
day to claim fourth 
seed in the Mid-Amer- 
ican Conference tour- 
nament. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
 The BG News  
For every sports team, it 
seems as though every game 
becomes more important as the 
season moves along. 
■ That has especially been the 
case   for   the   Bowling   Green 
men's soccer team. 
Marshall comes to Mickey 
Cochrane Field today with a lot 
on the line in terms of seeds in 
the MAC tourney. 
"We're going to take the Mar- 
shall game like it's a tournament 
game," BG sophomore midfield- 
er/back Fred Degand said. 
"Hopefully, we'll come out with 
a victory." 
BG enters the final game of 
the regular season with a record 
of 3-3-1 in the MAC (10 points) 
and 7-7-2 overall and the Thun- 
dering Herd are 3-3-0 in the 
MAC (nine points) and 10-7-1 
overall.  Buffalo also has nine 
BG hosts speaker, 
hoops scrimmage 
points at 3-4-0 and 11-7-0. 
The Falcons would lock up 
the fourth spot with a win. A loss 
or tie could knock them down as 
far as sixth depending on what 
the Bulls do against Western 
Michigan Sunday. In any case, 
BG will probably end up facing 
Marshall or Buffalo in the first 
round of the MAC tournament at 
Kentucky Friday, Nov. 6. 
"We need to go into Friday's 
(today) game with same type of 
intensity and focus that you nor- 
mally have come tournament 
time," BG coach Mel Mahler 
said. "We need to play more 
intelligently   and   be   focused 
SENIORS  
mentally for 90 minutes and then 
let our technical ability take care 
of itself. If we can do that, then 
we can let the game will take 
care of itself." 
To make sure the team has a 
solid defense, there have been 
more lineup changes according 
to Degand. Degand has been 
moved to the right back position 
where he played in 1997 while 
Darren Niles will move to an 
attacking midfielder and Kevin 
Wisniewski will move to center. 
Marshall travels to Eastern 
Michigan Sunday after facing the 
Falcons. 
"We don't know much about 
Marshall other than they lost a 
lot of players last year much like 
ourselves," Mahler said. 
"They've had some good results. 
They're looking to come in here, 
win on the road and improve 
their position as best as possi- 
ble." 
To defeat the Thundering 
Herd, the Falcons must play 
strong defense. Defensive break- 
downs have cost BG all season 
including the lone goal in the 
loss to Kentucky. Otherwise, BG 
has shut down the last four 
opponents outscoring them 8-1. 
They have barely outscored all 
opponents 17-14 on the season. 
NCAA  
BG goalkeeper Scott Vallow 
has seven shutouts on the sea- 
son, which has meant six victo- 
ries and a tie against Akron — the 
only time the Zips have come 
anywhere close to losing a game 
in the MAC. Since then, Akron 
has run away with the MAC reg- 
ular season championship with a 
record of 6-0-1 in the MAC with 
19 points. The Falcons are 1-7-1 
when the opposition has scored a 
goal. 
The game is especially impor- 
tant to seniors Nick Kolliniatis, 
Vallow and Darren Niles since 
they will play in their final regu- 
lar season home game. 
Q BG is hosting Hoops 
and Halloween this 
weekend and former 
NBA head coach Bob 
Hill in two weeks. 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
 The BG News  
The Bowling Green comiivini- 
ty will get its first look at the BG 
men's basketball team tomorrow 
when the team holds its first 
Hoops and Halloween event in 
Anderson Arena. 
Head coach Dan Dakich's 
team returns all five starters and 
eight letter winners from last 
year's 10-16 team. 
The team will scrimmage and 
then greet the fans for auto- 
graphs and pictures at the free 
event, which will run from 4 to 6 
p.m. 
There will be contests, prizes, 
and give-aways and the BGSU 
cheerleaders and dance team 
will also be on hand. 
Former BG coach and player 
Bob Hill, most recently head 
coach of the San Antonio Spurs, 
will be the featured speaker at 
the program's tip- off dinner 
Nov. 13. 
Hill earned three letters in 
basketball and baseball for the 
Falcons and was an assistant bas- 
ketball coach at BG until 1974. 
Before leading the Spurs, Hill 
coached the New York Knicks 
and Indiana Pacers. He is cur- 
rently a candidate for the Los 
Angeles Clippers job. 
Tickets for the dinner are $100 
and earn those in attendance a 
chance at the $10,000 grand 
prize. 
Festivities begin at 6:30 in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Con- 
tact the basketball office for tick- 
et information. 
Continued from page seven. 
motivator this year for the Fal- 
cons. Mitchell has been injury 
free this season and has been 
very consistent for the Falcons. 
"I had a humbling beginning 
and I am looking to go out with a 
bang as a senior," Mitchell said. 
Jessica Lafene has been out all 
year with an injury after the first 
meet of the season. She is now 
attempting for a medical redshirt 
GOLF  
to save her senior season. 
Although Lafene is unable to 
run, she has helped the team out 
in other ways. 
"Jessica Lafene provides the 
team with a lot of moral support 
and has helped to motivate the 
team this season," Licht-Ordway 
said. 
BG needs the seniors to lead 
them past Ohio at the MAC 
Championships on Friday. 
Continued from page eight. 
nament is the lack of leadership 
among the team. Winger has 
dedicated this season to finding 
five individuals who can play 
well when the spring season 
comes around. 
Earlier in the season seniors 
Hunt, Larson and Mike Kotsos 
were mentioned as staples in the 
lineup. However, after inconsis- 
tent performances, Winger has 
decided to give other players a 
shot. Gerken, a walk-on, has per- 
formed well in the two tourna- 
ments he has played in, while 
junior Smarrelli leads the team 
averaging 73.88 strokes per 
round. Redshirt sophomore 
Justin Gillham had played in 
every tournament up to the Day- 
ton Invitational. 
Continued from page seven. 
Falcons to get invited to the big 
dance. 
The two meets the Falcons 
have coming up are important 
because BG needs to impress the 
judges to get a bid for the big 
dance. If BG cannot get a bid, 
they have to do it the hard way. 
By being either the first or the 
second team in the Great Lakes 
District, they would automati- 
cally advance to the NCAA 
Championships. 
WECKESSER— 
Continued from page seven. 
While running is his greatest 
talent, Weckesser is very 
involved in other school organi- 
zations such as Undergraduate 
Student Government and the 
Delta Tau Delta fraternity. He is 
currrently a senator in USG, and 
"The process of getting a large 
bid is very complicated," coach 
Steve Price said. "It will be diffi- 
cult but we are planning to be 
there." 
The Falcons will face tough 
competition at districts with the 
likes of third ranked Michigan 
and tenth ranked Wisconsin. 
Also, a good Notre Dame team 
and an improving The hill BG 
has to climb will not be an easy 
one, but one the Falcons think 
they can reach. 
at one rime he was the Vice Pres- 
ident. 
"The best advice I ever 
received was to retain my com- 
posure in whatever I do. In 
everything I do, I try to follow 
this, and take a step back, relax, 
and stay calm. I've gone by that 
all my life," Weckesser said. 
Gen's Hallmark 
!■■•■■■■■ w 840 S. Main 
W%Dtecourt»r«iaiJdeaiUl9¥w^Wod«»ilav 
10am - 9pm Mon - Sat 
12 Noon - 5pm Sun 
Sponsored By: World Student Association & 
 Chinese Club  
When: October 30, Friday, 8:00pm-12:00am 
Where: 11th floor, Offenhauer West 
Food and Drinks are Free 
Costumes are awesome but not required to attend 
$300 CASH A PRIZES 
AWARDED TO BEST COSTUMES^ 
CORPORATE / PRIVATE 
TABLES AVAILABLE 
SATURDAY, OCT. 31, 
8PM TO 1AM 
ADMISSION $5.00 
lflead©wbr©©k Hall, 
4480 Heatlierdewns Blvd. 
Entertainment By: VELVET I@tfES 
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TRANSACTIONS STANDINGS 
!ne 
compiled from wire sources 
Hi MLB I 
Trammell, Parish join 
Tigers coaching staff 
DETROIT (AP) — The Detroit 
Tigers turned to their past to help 
build their future. 
Alan Trammell and Lance Par- 
rish, key players on the 1984 
World Series championship 
team, will be back with the 
Tigers next season as coaches. 
■ NCAAaii^MH 
Germaine in running 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — 
Quarterbacks for three of the 
country's top four teams are 
among the finalists for the John- 
ny Unitas Golden Arm Award. 
The five finalists include Joe 
Germaine of top-ranked Ohio 
State, Cade McNown of No. 2 
UCLA and Michael Bishop of 
No. 4 Kansas State. 
The other finalists are Dono- 
van McNabb of 17th-ranked 
Syracuse and Daunte Culpepper 
of Central Florida. 
The award is presented each 




MINNESOTA TWINS-Agreed lo lemu with 
RHP Hector Carrasco on a one-year rontract. 
Sinned INF Jon Shave lo a one-year contract 
SEATTLE MARINERS—Signed INF Davtde 
Dalkwpedale RHP Jose Klcpaskl and INF Rren 
dan Kingman to minor league contracts 
National League 
CHICAGO CUBS-Decllned to exercise 
their 1999 option on RHP Mike Morgan 
COLORADO ROCKJES-Acqulrrd OF Kevin 
Burford from (he San Diego Padres lo complete 
an earlier trade. Purchased the conlracl ol LHP 
Roberto Ramirez from San Diego. 
FLORIDA MARUNS-Named Dan Lunetta 
director of major league administration and 
Rob Leary director of Held operations. 
LOS ANGELES DQDGERS-Named Jim 
Tracy bench coach. Phil 'Favta major league 
scout and Jim Benedict minor league pitching 
coonltnalor. 
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Slgned IB Walry 
Joyner to a two-year contract. 
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES— Released TE 
Jlmmte Johnson. Signed TE Chris Fontenot to 
a one-year contract. 
WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Waived DB 
Greg Evans. Signed DB Metvtn Johnson. 
HOCKEY 
National Hockey League 
NHL—Suspended Montreal D Dave Manson 
for three games and fined him SI 000 for an 
elbowing incident with Boston F P.J AxeJaaon 
on Oct. 28. 
COLORADO AVALANCHE—Traded F Eric 
Larrotx to the Los Angeles Kings lor LW Roman 
Vopat and a sixth-round pick In Ihe 1999 entry 
draft 
NEW JERSEY DEVILS-Sent LW Sasha 
Lakovtc and RW Vadlm Shanfljanov to Albany 
of ihe AHL 




MLB to ban players use of 
muscle building supplements 
The Associated Press ne hadn't begun to consider the 
Philadelphia S 
Pittsburgh 4 
NY Islanders 4 
NY Rangers 2 












Tampa Bay 3 
M(,n.l.i 2 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Major league baseball plans to 
ban the use of androstenedione, 
the muscle-building dietary sup- 
plement used by home run 
champion Mark McGwire, the 
Toronto Globe and Mail reported 
today. 
The newspaper cited uniden- 
tified sources, who said they 
expect commissioner Bud Selig 
to formally announce a ban 
before spring training next sea- 
son. 
Selig denied the report, saying 
"Together with the union, 
we've got the leading experts in 
this country studying this," Selig 
said today. "It's not only very 
premature, but very unfair. None 
of this should ever diminish 
from Mark McGwire's extraordi- 
nary season." 
Selig and union head Donald 
Fehr agreed Aug. 27 to appoint a 































Toronto at Buffalo. 7:30 p m 
Carolina at NY Rangers. 7:30 p.m. 
Florida at Chicago. 8:30 p.m 
Anaheim at Dallas. 8:30 p m. 
Washington al Calgary. 9 p.m. 
Pittsburgh at Vancouver. 10 p.m. 






































New England 4 











Kansas City 4 
Seattle 4 
















SanFranctsco        6 1 0 
Atlanta 5 2 0 
NewOrleans 4 3 0 
St Louis 2.5 0 
Carolina 0 7 0 
Sunday's Games 
Arizona al Detroit. 1:01 p m 
Denver at Cincinnati. 1:01 p.m. 
Jacksonville at Baltimore. 1:01 p.m 
Miami al Buflalo. 1:01 p m. 
Minnesota at Tampa Bay. 101 p.m 
New England at Indianapolis. 1.01 p.m. 
New Orleans at Carolina. 1 01 p.m. 
New York Glanls at Washington. 101 p.m 
St. Louis at Atlanta. 1.01 p m. 
Tennessee al Pittsburgh   I 01 pm 
New York Jets al Kansas City. 4:05 p m 
San Francisco at Green Bay, 4:15 p.m. 
Oakland at Seattle. 8:20 p.m 


































Associated Press Photo 
Limited edition collector's boxes of Flutie Flakes, featuring Buffalo Bills quarterback Doug 
Flutie are sold out in many stores around Buffalo, N.Y. A portion of the proceeds of the 
cereal will go to the Doug Flutie Jr. Foundation for Autism. 
Hoosier Handle El brings 
scare to Ohio State team 
□ The favored Buck- 
eyes take notice of the 
flashy Indiana quarter- 
back. 
The Associated Press 
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — The 
only thing Indiana coach Cam 
Cameron ever promised was that 
Antwaan Randle El would play 
somewhere, anywhere, and that 
he wouldn't be stuck on Indi- 
ana's sideline. 
Before the season began, 
Cameron toyed with the idea of 
using his quick redshirt fresh- 
man at running back, or maybe 
at wide receiver, or even on 
defense. He settled for quarter- 
back, perhaps the best decision 
in Cameron's two seasons as the 
Hoosiers coach. 
Then again, the way Randle El 
has performed so far, maybe it 
wasn't such a tough decision 
after all. 
"I think he's had a major 
impact on this team, not just 
from a quarterback standpoint. 
Just on effort, work ethic, a lot of 
those things," Cameron said. 
"He's one of those unique guys 
who has the ability to elevate 
everyone's play, just because he's 
one of the hardest workers on 
this team." 
Randle El, who also will play 
basketball for Bob Knight's 
Hoosiers, passed for 385 yards 
and three touchdowns, rushed 
for three other TDs and set an 
Indiana record for total offense in 
his college debut. Six games 
later, he's still the top Indiana 
rusher — and fourth in the Big 
Ten — at 80.3 yards a game, and 
three times he has topped 100 
yards. 
That's something Ohio State's 
Buckeyes haven't seen, at least 
not this season. 
"We approach it a lot of differ- 
ent ways," Ohio State coach John 
Cooper said of defending against 
the Indiana run. "The first thing 
you try to do is contain him, so 
you've got to be a little bit cau- 
tious with your rush. You've got 
to contain him and keep him in 
the pocket. If he pulls it down 
and runs, you've got make that 
open-field tackle. You've got to 
hope he doesn't pop any big 
plays on you." 
Kickoll in Memorial Stadium 
(ABC-TV) is set for 3:30 p.m. EST 
on Saturday. 
With Randle El, tailback 
Frankie Franklin and fullback 
Chris Gall, who has not been 
tackled for a loss all season, the 
Hoosiers are 15th in the nation in 
rushing at 222.4 yards a game. 
Randle El has even caught a pass 
for a touchdown. 
But Indiana (3-4, 1-3 Big Ten) 
hasn't faced a defense as stingy 
as Ohio State's, which has given 
up just six touchdowns. The 
Buckeyes (7-0, 4-0) are ranked 
second in the nation in total 
defense at 229.1 yards per game, 
and none of their past three vic- 
tims rushed for more than 50 
yards. 
"They play anywhere from 15 
to 18 guys on defense, and when 
a new guy comes in they don't 
miss a beat," Cameron said. 
"They all play hard, they're vio- 
lent, physical, aggressive guys. 
And the entire secondary looks 
the same, they can all run, they 
can all hit." 
The Hoosiers haven't beaten 
Ohio State in a decade, and 
they've never beaten a No. 1- 
ranked team in 12 previous tries. 
The Buckeyes will be heavily 
favored to make it 13, although 
Randle El is making them won- 
der how easy it will be. 
"As a defensive front, we have 
to contain him and keep him in 
the pocket so he'll have to throw 
the ball," defensive tackle Joe 
Brown said. "You'll get shots at 
him, but you'll run around half 
the day trying to get that shot. I 
prefer a dropback quarterback." 
But Cameron said it will be 
"extremely difficult" to hold off 
the Ohio State defense and give 
Randle El the time to pass or Ihe 
room to run. 
"Everybody talks about our 
option. We're not a very good 
option team," Cameron insisted. 
"I think we're doing some things 
that I like, but we are light years 
away from being the kind of 
option team we want to be. We're 
not very good at pitching the 
ball, we're not very good at 
catching the ball, we don't block 
the perimeter very well at this 
point. So I don't think the 
option's as much a threat as 
everyone makes it out to be. 
Antwaan has basically just car- 
ried the ball." 
The Latino Student Union would like 
to thank the following Offices, Student 
Organizations, and Individuals for helping 
to make Latinopalooza '98 a success!!! 












Womyn for Womyn 
Panhellenic Council 
Black Student Union 
Interlraternity Council 
World Student Association 
Resident Student Association 
University Activities Organization 
University Dining Services 
Sigma Lambda Gamma 
I I.I Amelia's Catering 
University Police 
Business Office 









Dr. Wayne and Lynne Bell 
Inventory Management Services 
Reliantr Oxygen and I quipment 
Wc would also like lo [hank all Ihosc that donated moncv and canned 
gixalslot chants. Through sour conlnbulions uc Here able lo 
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DJ Loath will be playing 
your favorite music 
all night long. 




Halloween is practically 
upon us, and what better 
way to get in the mood than 
by watching scary movies? 
"But which ones?" you 
ask. Every year it seems the 
same movies are out at the 
local video store: Halloween, 
Friday the 13th, Nightmare on 
Elm Street, Night of the Living 
Dead and the rest. Sure, 
these movies are perennial 
favorites, but there are some 
that are much better, and 
unfortunately they mostly 
go unnoticed. 
Take Night of the Living 
Dead for instance. There's 
the little known New 
Zealand film called Dead- 
Alive, (directed by Peter 
-Jackson) that is much better, 
and much more disgusting. 
In fact, this is without a 
doubt one of the most dis- 
gusting zombie flicks ever 
made. 
It's about a man named 
Lionel and his overbearing 
mother who gets bitten by a 
"Rat-Monkey" (don't ask) 
then gets sick and dies. Later 
she comes back to life and 
starts killing people in the 
town, which of course have 
also turned into zombies. 
But Lionel can't kill them, 
and manages to lock them in 
the basement until he can 
figure out what to do. 
Unfortunately, they 
escape when Lionel is hav- 
ing a huge party at his 
house, and soon, everyone 
in town is un-dead. Armed 
with only a lawnmower, 
Lionel must dispose of the 
legions of zombies. If you 
can handle people being 
chopped up by yard equip- 
ment, rent this movie. 
Another great zombie 
movie is Ew7 Dead 2. While 
it's actually a comedy that 
spoofs the first EwV Dead 
movie, it's as gross and 
1 frightening as a serious hor- 
' ror film. Bruce Campbell 
stars as Ash, who takes his 
'girlfriend Linda to a cabin in 
the woods for a quiet, 
ii secluded weekend. Little 
does he know the cabin and 
the woods surrounding it 
■ are possessed by The Necro- 
nomican. Soon, all hell 
breaks loose and bodies start 
flying. 
This movie is great 
because it manages to dis- 
' gust you while making you 
laugh at the same time. The 
high point is halfway 
' through the film when Ash's 
hand becomes possessed 
and proceeds to beat the 
crap out of him, even after 
he cuts it off. 
If zombies aren't your 
thing, there's a plethora of 
vampire flicks. A great one 
p almost nobody knows about 
is Near Dark. It's about a 
young farm boy that reluc- 
tantly joins a band of vam- 
pires that roam the country, 
•*• See SCARES, page N-5 
^w*WW 
• BGSU's Weekly Spooky Section • 
Reviews of REM's new album 
Up, plus Motley Criie, "Sabrina 
the Teenage Witch" and Fatboy 
Slim in Sound Parade. 
NEW MUSIC 
*-N-3 
Starting this week, reviews 
of new Sony PlayStation 
games Cardinal Syn and 










'Vampires' is the ideal Halloween flick 
By JAMES ELDRED 
 The BC News 
It has been a long 
time since a truly dis- 
gusting and blood- 
filled vampire movie 
has been released, 
and leave it to John 
Carpenter to deliver the goods. 
His newest film, Vampires, is 
his best work since 1982's 
remake The Thing. It manages to 
be scary, gross and funny all at 
the same time. It is also the per- 
fect Halloween movie. 
The story begins in New Mex- 
ico with Jack Crow Game* 
Woods) and his band of vampire 
hunters about to invade a house 
full of sleeping bloodsuckers. Of 
course, the vampire hunters are 
funded by the Vatican, so they 
have the most state-of-the-art 
vampire-killing weaponry. 
They burst into the house, kill 
a vampire, then drag it into the 
sun where it bursts into flames. 
They then go back in and do it 
again until they're all dead. 
While they manage to eliminate 
everyone in the house. Woods is 
still upset because they didn't 
find any "master vampires" in 
this lair, only the "goons," which 
leads him to believe the job isn't 
really finished. 
Of course, his doubts aren't 
shared by the rest of the group 
and later they're all back at a 
hotel, partying with cheap beer 
and hookers, celebrating a job 
well done. But Woods' suspi- 
cions are confirmed when master 
vampire Valek (Thomas Ian Grif- 
fith) bursts into the room. The 
group is drunk and unprepared 
for this, and the vampire tears 
everyone   in   the  room   apart 
except for Woods and his second 
in command Tony Montoya 
(Daniel Baldwin), who manages 
to escape with Katrina (Sheryl 
Lee), a prostitute that was bitten 
by one of the vampires. 
The survivors of Team Crow 
then begin their quest to find out 
who this vampire is and how he 
found out where they were. He 
is assisted by Father Adam Gui- 
teau (Tim Guinee), a Catholic 
priest knowledgeable on vam- 
pires. He also uses Katrina, the 
girl bitten by the vampire, 
because all vampires have a psy- 
chic link with their masters. 
I loved this movie, from the 




delivers and the movie never 
fails to be exciting or scary. This 
is especially evident in the vam- 
pires themselves. They look 
much different than the vam- 
pires of recent movies (Interview 
with a Vampire) and are actually 
frightening. They leap out of the 
ground, flying through the air 
with fangs exposed. They're 
nearly impossible to kill, which 
makes them even better. Usually 
it takes a few stakes to the chest, 
and a direct dose of sunlight to 
actually kill them (and they 
always die in a disgusting man- 
ner). 
Just about every scene in this 
movie is excessively violent; it's 
definitely not for the weak stom- 
ach. Black blood pours out of a 
vampire when Woods sticks a 
stake in her head. A hunter is 
decapitated and flesh hangs off 
his head while blood shoots 
from his neck. People are tom to 
pieces, decapitated and gutted 
throughout the  film.   Vampires 
pushes taste to the 
limit to shock and 
offend its viewers. 
Another aspect 
that may offend cer- 
tain viewers is the 
portrayal of the 
Catholic church, and 
how Woods treats its 
representatives. It 
seems the two things 
that Woods does best 
is kill vampires and 
harass and torment 
priests. Throughout 
the movie he attacks, 
threatens, and finally 
beats senseless his 
preacher companion. 
Also, the church as a 
whole is not por- 
trayed in a positive 
light, often hiding 
secrets from Woods 
and eventually hurt- 
ing him. 
With the constant 
vampire hunting and 
gratuitous violence, 
the plot sometimes 
gets lost. The story is 
mainly an excuse to 
have several impres- 
sive scenes brought 
together. While it's 
not horrible, it is 
quite loose and could 
have been more 
coherent. 
The plot is thin, 
but for the most part it serves its 
obligatory purpose. If you are 
easily offended by violence, sex, 
coarse language or negative por- 
trayals of religion, do not see this 
movie. 
For everyone else, it's the per- 
fect Halloween entertainment 
from the master of Halloween 
entertainment. 
'   1 II l   M*SM K <H    I 1 KKOH 
VAMPIRES 
I It \ 
!   II I     DAWN. 
Photo provided 
A promotional potter from John Carpenter's Vampires, out today. 
Vampires 
Director John Carpenter 
Starring: James Woods, Daniel Baldwin, Sheryl Lee 
3W says: II you're not easily offended, Vampires is the movie to see 
this Halloween. 
*•• 
1 star: just go to the bar 
2 stars: go to the bar first 
3 stars: movie, then bar 
4 stars: movie, then movie again 
The Haunted 
Hyd ro 
The Haunted Hydro, accord- 





events and attractions in Fre- 
mont. 
The Hydro features two 
haunted houses and themed 
activities such as "Ghost Town 
Golf" and psychic readings. The 
two haunted houses each have 
separate themes. 
One is the "Season of 
Screams" and the other, "Mon- 
ster Manor: where the Dead 
Roam Free." 
Food and beverages, (includ- 
ing alcoholic) will also be avail- 
able at the Hydro. Rates range 
from $10 to $20, depending on 
how much you want to do. 
The attraction is open today 
from 7 p.m. to midnight, Satur- 
day from 7 p.m. to midnight and 
Sunday 7 p.m. to 11. 
The Haunting 
"20,000 square feet of terror" 
are in store for those who want 
to be petrified. 
The  Haunting features  two 
haunted houses, "Jack the Rip- 
pers Labyrinth" and "Motel 
666." There are also other activi- 
ties for the brave of heart and 
stomach. The Haunting is open 
from 7 to 11 p.m. on Friday, Sat- 
urday and Sunday. 
Rates are $7.50 per person. 
The Haunting is located in Adri- 
an, MI, 30 minutes north of Tole- 
do at the Lenawee County Fair- 
grounds. 
Monster Bash 
The fourth annual Monster 
Bash Halloween Party will be 
sure to offer a good time Satur- 
day, Oct. 31 from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Costumed creatures and ghouls 
will gather at Meadowbrook 
Hall located at 4480 Heather- 
downs Blvd. for the frightening 
N* 
festivities. 
Velvet      Jones 
will  provide the 
entertainment for the 21 & 
up crowd. The best costume will 
win $300. Admission is $5. Call 
(419) 243-8024 for more informa- 
tion. 
The Toledo Art Museum will 
hold a Halloween fair for chil- 
dren on Sunday, Oct. 25 from 1 to 
4 p.m. The ninth annual Food 
Town Family Festival Series will 
feature the costume-oriented 
Halloween Fantasy. 
Geared toward younger chil- 
dren, the festival is a way for 
families to spend time with their 
kids in a safe, educational envi- 
ronment. For further informa- 






band. Guided By 
Voices, will be play- 
ing Little Brother's 
in Columbus on 
Nov. 7 with the Apples In Stereo 
opening. On Nov. 21. GBV will 
"play the Southgate House In 
Newport. KY (just over the 
bridge from Cincinnati). Tickets 
are currently on sale at all Tick- 
etmaster locations, or check out 
www.gbv.com for more Informa- 
tion. 
'Magic Flute' 
opens at Kobacker 
Mozart's opera 
The Magic Flute will 
•be presented at 8 
p.m. today and 
tomorrow In 
Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Tickets for the Bowling Green 
Opera Theatre production are 
priced at $12, 810 and $8 for 
adults and $5 for children age 
12 and under. Student tickets 
will be $5 at the door one hour 
before curtain the evening of 
performances. To order tickets, 
call 372-8171 or 1-800-589- 
2224. 
Men's chorus 
tickets on sale 
Tickets go on sale Nov. 2 at 
the Moore Center Box Office for 
a Nov. 15 performance by the 
BGSU Men's Chorus. Tickets 
are priced at $7 for adults and 
85 for students and senior citi- 
zens. To order tickets, call 372- 
8171 or 1-800-589-2224. 
Foreign films 
The 1991 Russian film lzydV 
will be presented at 8:15 p.m. In 
t the Gish Film The- ater Nov. 2. The com- , leal story, whose title means "Get Thee Out! in English, takes place In an 
early 10th century Russian vil- 
lage where people take steps to 
protect the only Jewish family 
from state tyranny. The movie, 
directed by Dimitri Astrakhan, 
is in subtitles and is free. 
Guest artist 
Claudia Anderson 
The University's Music at the 
Forefront series presents guest 
artists Claudia Anderson on 
flute and piccolo at 8 p.m. Nov. 
3 in Bryan Recital Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
Assisting on the free 20th-cen- 
tury chamber music program 
will be BGSU alumni Jill Felber. 
flute and piccolo and John 
Pllraninen on piano. The pro- 
gram will Include 
Three American 
Pieces" by Lukas 
Foss. "The Great 
Amen" by William 
Albright. "Precious 
Metal" by Dean Drummond and 
"Running the edgE" by Universi- 
ty alumna Jennifer Hldgon. 
SI 
Kiss resurfaces in 
Halloween shows 
Besides releasing a new 
album (Psycho Circus), the aging 
make-up rockers Kiss will be 
making the publicity rounds on 
TV this Halloween. 
They'll perform live from 
Dodger Stadium in Kiss Live: 
The Ultimate Halloween Party on 
Sat. at midnight on Fox. Live 
audience members will be able 
to experience the concert in 3-D 
using the flimsy, gimmicky, two- 
paneled glasses. 
In addition, the members of 
Kiss will guest star in a Hal- 
loween episode of 
Millennium tonight 
at 9 p.m. and imme- 
diately before their 
concert appearance 
on Fox's Mad TV at 
11 p.m. on Satur- 
day. Seeing Kiss on television 
should be pretty spooky anyway. 
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CD To Be Announced 
BugalTweety   BugeATwwaty 








To Be Announced To Be Announced I To Be Announced 
~3F0O    I    4:30    I    5:00—I    5:30 
luitkt House on the Preiri.  The Hunterl" 
Animal Advent. IPGAOo* TOURChartvpionshei - ThirdBound.Franiku(LM)K   [CodagtFoMMI:OnesuuatIndana.(Live) 
Lighter Side 
Your House 
VPOiton ItfegelAith ICotwge Foot* ttyiot at Note baVie. (Live) X 
ThiaOkjHoUSS 
This Old House   Yankee Shop      Hometime: Bass 
Yankee Shop Haaeume. Col  |Am. Woodehop [Cooking Secret | Joanna Lund    ITraexttde: Adv 
Movie: eTUajfcntheAwTtv-Fowl Pay" (1996) 
Know Your Fin 
Paid Program 
Nettirel Hiatory CoaVarMteee 
Star Trek: Dwap Spat. Nine X 
" EcS 
BJscgueePepen  Icuclna Ainore Joy ol Painting   Brenda Harris 
future (R. ■ £'«■-«=) I 
Earth: Final Conflict "Dimensions" 
New Garden     [Victory Garden 
Guys Uk» u> I IWBwM (R| X    [GrealsalPota     |Pwvtad''Pilor   Movie: e'i -HUaniri: 17»&««olt»cn«alttyw»-(19»5,Momx}       |Vu^TrwFulFrii«.ie-pn Stereo) 
Xena Warrior Princaaa (In Stereo) 
Natural Hiatory Collectibles 
7 Daya "Vows (In Stereo) I 






|11:X) Movie: TheOoajngBUT 
Daily Show (R)  IDealy Show (R) 
Houtaamarll (R) 
Monttsr Mania |P. 
Gallagher: Totally New |R) 
t: 50) Movie: ..'i "Rough Cur" (i960. Adventure) 
Cottage Football Hchigen si Mroesota. (Live) 
IMovio: **« '77)amr(19SrScainO0 Ftcbon) James Amass •: "max DHosturj But*) Be c"evtV(t 970) 
Movie:... -Bee»iura"(t988.Comedy)MtchielKwlon.AlecBaUnti IMovie:.1! -T^)*ana&5a»'(l9e5.Com«dy)J»l1Goldt>kim 
Discovery laewi [Storm Warning! MytatryUnhl    I Mystery Univ.    IDiacow Magazine -Deadly Hunp Sruakeblte |R) ILoet Wanton ol the Clouds R 
Movie: • -Th«Sli4xS"(l996. ComaoV) Ton Arnold. (In Slar»o)I       [Movie:, .v, -D»l Da)'WVOain9r|1965. Suspense) IMovia: "The Iffie Shop of Horrors' 
Great Pretend.   I Countdown       [Spice Gala In Concert- Wild! IR) 
Movie:.11 "Hous»*7»sl"(l996. Comedy) Jam* Lee Curtis. 'PG' X Movie:.. -&^i-(i9961Fanusy)WhooplGoldbe's
,PG'I 
HIST Take of ma Gun R: 
Burly the Vanplra Slayer PraaanU: Videos That Don't Suck The cast ol TVs "Butty the Vampire Slayer " 





[Weapon, at War "Battle Gear" (R)  two Jima: Hell's Volcano (R) 
College Gamoday Tarawa: ATP Eurocard Open - Semifinal From Stuttgart Gemteny. 
NawAddams 
Air Combat-Camera- 
Bully the Vamp*, Slayer 
i 00 Movie:-GnouM5ir(l968) 
IMomatima (R) 
i 'Tn^f Master/rit990.riorror) Elizabeth Meae«eri.I 
HonteBmatR)    [Hometime Man-Toolbalta   IMen-Toolbelts 
Movie: "CHift •99"(t998,A*antgr«) Erik Estrada, (In Stereo)! 
ScoobyDoo[ScoobyDoo[ScoobyDoo Scooby Doo 
Movie: ... "7neAmEiurance"{1990)Enc Roberts 
Masters ol War 
NewAddams    mewAddems 
LHestories-Fam  Mo via: a. far;Yale A True Siwy (1997) 'PC I 
My Sc-Ca»ad Ufa "HaaOween- 
BoxHig: Puano Rico vs. Unaed States. Pertsscota. reT 
alovia: aa "PuppetMasterM Toulon'sfiewnoe"(199l)Guy Rone I 
Movie:... TwigMZorxr The Mom"(1983, Fantasy) John Lthgow 
Savvy iRilHome Savvy (R) Home Savvy (HI |Home Savvy (R. Haunted (R) 
ScoobyDoo     IScooby Doo     I ScoobyDoo Scooby Doo       ScoobyDoo      IScooby DooIScooby Doo 
*Mr. "TheFuryH«iai-(l999,Honw)AJa/Shaedy. (InStereo)! 
More They Were Rock Stars III   |VH1 Faahlon Awarda iR) (In Stereo) 
Sworn to Secrecy (R) 
Al-Tlme Top 10 (R) (in Stereo) 




Movie:.'i TforttsmW.tonJ or the C»ao"'( 1994) Michael Battaav 
ICaHna. Aretha. Gloria, Shonia and Marian: Divaa Live I Herd Rock Live 
PaeWOanOI 
Hanson/Fastball" 
If you would like to see 
your advertisement 
appear here... 
contact the BG News Ad 
Department at 372-2606 
or 204 West Hall. 
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BROADCAST   STATIONS 
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Collage Football: Ohio Si at Ind 
Newsl iNBCh 
Travete-Eutope ITravals-Europa 
Harcuraa: Legendary Jmya. 
(5 00) Natural Hiatory Collectible. 
IF) "BeaaxT (In Stereo) X Early Edition -Hatowean" X 
Boo to You. tool BBS the Pooh 
Seller Homes    ICaeh Eiploeion WlndonWala.(mS»«o)r 
Lawrence Welt H»«owaan 
Lawranca Walk: Musical Family 
V.I.P. (In Stereo) 
SWTrt* Voyager "ExIrrmeHoa'IMome Improve. IFriendsI 
AUC 
COM Movie: aaa The Roctry Horror Picfura Show"(1975) Tan Curry. 
DISC Jawa In the Mediterranean iff)      IFM Flaa *OaaOy Paradise' (R) 
ESPN 
FAM 
Equestrian: Gr PmDePenn        [Cel. Ornngtrt    [College Foottell North CaroHia at Flonda Stale (Lt»e) X Collega Oamanlght |Sportacanlai 
alovia:«« -Caspar A SixmoBeginnng-(1997) SteveiGuttenbergl   [Movie: aa -Mtrstw, GoMorw-(1966.Comedy) FredGwynne.AI Lewis. |llovla:«« The uWaritfa'r. Ch<««n"(1966. Corned) Don l<not5 
Movie:•• -Te»ilVo«"liW5 ConedvlMKhaolJ Foi 'PG'I alovia: 1 KnowWiarYouOdLaslSaiimer'119971 XIBoilna PrnceNaseemHiiedvs.WayneMcCulough (InStereoIrve)X 









Hofoi Vincart '^r:c Pajaj Lee :.-. 
Fantasy Island "Estrogen-1 
Pretender "Once n a Blue Moon" 
Baflykistangal "facts ol Lie" 




Law "Extreme Measures" Walker. Taiaa Ranger (In Stereo)    Newa X 
Cupid i.'--v«.t.i"«t:   i" £•<?-«= IT NawaX 
ProHer "Do the Righl Thlvg" I NawaX 
Leonard Bernstein: Reaching lor the Note (In Stereo) I Sessions al WM154th (In Stereo) 
Antiquas Roadshow 1. 
America a Most Wanted 
Keeping Up       IKaapingUp 
x-Fiias PaperHaarta1 (htsMtj 
ranLHockarDetroa-Rad Waigs alOaau Sim Fram Raunion Arena. (Live) Irtawsl 
Movie:*.. 'An Amencan IVeniiwil It London" |198I) David Naughton 
1505)alovia:      IMovia: .. -ThelslarWof Or MC«MU"(1996)X 
Se^?^raa?^nn«oTO55TiBoT^B5haaaa 
Wad Daacovary: Vaniahmg Pools   [Wild Style |R) 
" 
Cincinnati Popa Holiday 
Mad TV Haaoween" (In Stereo) I 
Showbiz Collection 
• York Undercover (in Stereo) 
•X- The Man Wth rhaX-flay Efts' (1963) Sayfyt 
South Park (R)  Ivlva Variety X   IFriar'aCkib Roast iRi 
JinUca FHae "Kida Who KT|R) 
•: a««W -The ShaU»/'(i980) A hatailed hotel aflacts a couple and their psychic child. Movie: aaa "Sram STc*er"s Oracu«-|i992. Honor) 
Catabrty Daaval IBaavia-Butl 
Soccer: C'ew d' Pn 
i X Movie: •«'; Pumpkiiheaer 
Haunting. Acroaa America (R)       HaurKad Lightbouaaa (R) 
BuhythaVaaaplreSlayKPr. 
New Oetectlvas: Case Studies 
cll o/Gemenr '" 
Haunted Hiatory ol Halloween W Haunted Hkstory (Pan t ol 4) I    [Haunted Hiatory Part 2 ol 4) X 
• Vidaoa That Don't Suck The cast oi TV s "Bully the Vampaa Stayer." 
Collega FootMl: Big 12 Game •• Teams to Be Announced (Live) 
Haunted History Pan 3 ol 4) I 
Butty the Vampire Slayer 
Haunted Hiatory (Pan 4 ol 4) X 
Family Values Tour (In Stereo) 
I Auto Racing: Japanese Grand Prbt 
•iTiTTSvawRSFBfjoTi^^ atari*: aa'i "CanoVman Farew* lo me Flesr" ,1995) Trjny Todd. I 
Trauma Lite In the ER |R) 
Movie:.. ■DmcuaiOaadandLOHIJ«"(199S.Comedy)LeaseNeSen 
ScoobyDoo     IScooby Doo     IScooby Doo     IScooby Doo- 
(5 X) Movie:... "Palnol Games"(1992. Suspense) Harrison Ford. X 
Pop-Up Video    |HoHywd-Vinyl    [Top 10 Countdown (R) (In Stereo) 
Movie: -Pump*rtnea<r(1988) I 
Runway Dreams Comady Club Superstars IP 
Movie: "FnrJay t» ian"(1980) tariaalors at Camp Crystal Lake la) prey lo a brutal killer. 
Trauma: Lile in the ER (R) 
•: *S "Fridayfie 13th. Part?"(1981) Amy Steel 
Scooby Doo: Zombi, laaand 
iFemmeNilUta "Lasl Night" X 
Rock-RollJeo   IRockRollJeo 
|Scooby Doo 
The Net K* theBuOdah" (R)I Sine ol the City' Quarry |R) I Silk Stagings (R) (In Stereo) X 
GQ Men ol the Year Awards ;in Stereo) Legends "T rj Turner" fin Stereo) 
SUNDAY  NOVEMBER 1.1998 
I   12:00   1   12:30   !    1:00    1    1:30    !    1M    \    2:30    1    3:00    1    3:30    1    4:00    1    4:30    1    SM    1    S-.30 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
CD NFL Today X NH roooaa: uenver moncos at CftcatnapBangais From Lstergy Fano. tLrvei a>                                  jroei tjame       ITBA TBA                  [Femily Tiea I 
CD Gary Pinkel Gary Blackney Paid Program Paid Program PGA Got! TOUR Champronsht) - Fatal Round Ftom Atlanta ILive) X To Be Announced 
© Toledo Storm Homes-Owner Foreman Grin UaiimumCov. Trus Champions: Latino Athletes Amenca s Passions: Outdoors Figure Skating Work) Professional Championships Washington. D C X 
St Firing: House Editors John GUnn. American Hare I Legendary Ughthousss I Market-Market Waak-Buainaaa McLaughlin      [McLaughlin Nova "Terror at Space' fin Stereo) 
GD Woodwright Am. Woodahop Thai Ok) House [Home Cooking Great Daaaarts | Christina Cooks America Sms Snrin»Nancy Lawr«ic.W*:HUoween Heattrwwakl   [Health Diary 
m Feat NFL Sunday (In Stereo; X NFL FootMl: Mmsota Veungs at ampa Bay Buccaneers Raymond James Stataum (In Stereo Live) X NFL Football. San Francisco 49ers at Green Bay Packers. X 
CD (11.00) Attic Auction Cokaclibk. Knlvea                                                                                                                              jCollactrble Knives 
SD Movie: ••'! tlays ol Thunder"(1990. Drama) Tom Cruise Movie.. 'Ccm.TianoU"ii9S5.AoVentu:ei AmoB Scrwarjenegger.      [Movie:... eevtnymis Cop "11984. Drama) Er»e Murphy 
CABLE   STATIONS 
AUC (11 SCIatovie: "House-Haunto"      IMovia: aa "TheGoroon"(1964)PeterCushavj Movie: -X ■■ The Mao H«i t» JMtey tV»»"(i9«3) Movie:...  P-eSetum of M SoB»r"( 1982. Drama) Alan Bates 
COM Movie: **'i "Rtfve.noeo/theMtrrJs"(i964 Comedy) RobertCarrarjne Crrbc  Put Critic Dr. KaU Pro.      IDr. Kau Pro Boc-Margam     |Bob44argaret Tick I              [Tick I 
DISC Storm Warning! [Discovery Newa [Into Unknown Strange-True He Conquer*! Spec. IR. R«um to Orbit: John Glenn P*urn to Orbit The Astronaut" Return to Orbit: Space Shuttle 
ENC Movie.i -Heart of Or.»-|i9tS)AlySheaoV. Movie: a.'.. "ThePaateaW11996.Comedy)DavidSchwimmer I       [MovM:eae YJypsy-|l9«)Amus^^or/apriyolra'nedslrpperGypsyRoseLee I 
ESPN 11100) Sunday NFL Countdown Braadart'Cup Tannla ATP Eurocard Open - Final                      [Auto Racing CART FedEx Championjn* Senas - Maitoro 500. (Uvei 
FAM Real Ghostbstrs IHarveytoon HeMhcsW Mouse Monatat Eeklttravag.     [Bad Dog          [Monster Farm   [Walter Melon     13 Friends, Jerry Pa^wae Play.     Show-Funny       Show-Funny 
HBO (11-M)*>W:-SKMfrVifrr Making-Fly Movie:...
1. "FlyA»ayHcme'(1996.0taiita)JWrjana*.KS'I      Imyantora'Spedalt(InStereo)X Movie: a a "Bad «4K*c«" (1965) Steve Guttenoerg 
HOT ,1030) Movie: "John PMJ JWS" Haunted Hiatory i Pan toUiX Haunted Hiatory (Part 2 « 4) X Haunted Hiatory ;Part 3 of 4 X Haunted Hiatory {Part 4 ol 4) X Up tha DMdly Boot: ruton 
MTV Raal World VI Caatlng 'In Stereo) Real World (R) (in Stereo) X Real World X Real World I Red World X    jReal World I ReelWorldX     jRealWorMX HaalWorldX    [RealWoridX 
SC Auto Racing Inside CART (R) Gam Pro (R) Sportfishlng Spoilsman NHL Cool Shots Woman's Colwge Volleyball Cakromia at Wasrwv/on SUte (R) Woman's Cottegs Votaybal 
SCIFI C-Net Central New Edga (R) Web i Cool Tech (R) Amazing Stories Movie: ft "AAaays" (1989. Fantasy) A firefighters ghost returns to guide a rookie paoL Movla: -TheButcher's 1V.'«"|1991) 
TLC Home Sawy (R) Home Sawy (R) Climatic Cataetiophe (R) Nuclaer Holocaust (R)               INalura'a Fury The lores ol nature. K»wrViruaM(R) Doomsday Astanxd (R) 
TNT alovia:. ~Chttm ("994) Two aaaors aacort a sutry captive to prison Movie:.. "Poles Academy? Tha» First Ass«jnmenr (1985. Comady) Movie: ta "Dracula Dead and Lowly- IT (1995 Comedy) Lest. Nielsen 
TOON New Scooby Doo Mov«a ■aattalialca       [Aaaama Family RoadRovara     IGodnlla Super Friend. TaHtanla        jTaaJJaraa Bugs Bunny t Daily 
USA 111.00) ktovae: "Senea*K! ..1969) Motto: «« "Haaevs" ('995. Drama) Jormy Lee ktlar. (In SWreo) Movie: te 'C« arid a Har nm Comedy) Bud Reynolds. I alovia: at -TheHuriied-'(i995)I 
VH1 Behind tha Uuaic 'Slev * Ncki" GQ Men ol tha Year Awarda (R) (In Stereo) rSehind Ihe Music (Ri (In Stereo)    [Top 10 Countdown (R) (in Stereo) Before They Were Rock Swrapj 
Display Personals 
SUNDAY 
1   6:00   1   6:30   1   7:00   1   7:30   I   8:00   1   8:30   1   9:00   1   9:30   1   10:00  1   10:30 1   11:00   1   11:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD NawaX CBs Newa 60 amuaaa (In Stereo) I             [Touched by an Angel "1 Do X Movie: "LogansnarfioiirntyfnMr (1996.Drajtia)ChuokNorns.X News I ER  mm 5 
<P Newsl ABC Wld Newa Movie:•a'i-|OII3a»nafiars"(i996.AoVar4Ure)QairtnClose X Movie: 'OawfandliiaVW. Dramal Sdnay Porlor. LuUsHus I NawaX Siakel 1 Ebon 
• NawaX NBCNmta Eipoaed: Pro Wrestling a Secrete Detain. (In Stereo) X Movta: -The Tamptattxs" 11996. Drama) Terror, Brooke Leon I News! Paneacoia-Wing 
9 Lawrence Walk: Halloween Cteaeloal Vlalona (in Stereo) Nature (kt Stereo) X MMtarpwce Theatr. "Tha Lttknown Sotker" X Sevwt Crowe Monty Python Monty Python 
© Tony Brown      [RaWgloit ttBaVaa Natural World X [Natural World I Nature (at Stereo) X Maaterplec Thaatre -Tha Unknown SokJar" X layaleryl-TouchtigEvirx (Oft Air) 
© NFL Football: 49ers at Packers Movle:aa'! The lost HWd ■ Juratsauc Pjnr -, 1997; An eipWtion returns lo morutor dawsaurs'projresi I   [X-Flket "fungusU X Walker. Texas Ranger X 
qt ,500) Coilectlbl. Knfvet Gsmstonss Gematotvas 
CD Home Improve.  [Home Improve.  [Star Trak: Voyager Entreme Risn" StarTrakDavScascaNnal      [Hew York Undercover :l-. Stated   [NawaX             [Sport, lira Home Improve. ITranalbon 
CAI ILL     STA1 KINS 
Movki^ia^^a^^f^i««N7Hoe«a*(i962. Drama) JackLammon Movkrtaa ~CactaaiHrvaMf4drra)e]ti«y,l1      GraoorvPack 
COM Critic Critic Bob-Ma-garai Bob-Margaret Movie: ..'1 -flewve of rne Nan*-(1964. Comedy) Roben Cenarine. Frlara CM ROOM R) Dall, Stow IP    [Upright CitUen 
DISC Titanic Voyage: L mtold Stories H Suparlinari iR WldDWovary:rj«oliaiiS>iaUs [lurMnI Nature's Wta* 1 (R) JuabreFHaa-KidsWhoKiriR) 
ENC Movfccaa'i VandEyreT996 Drama) Wi*am Hurl. JoanPtMriglt X Movw:..
l
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guys!" 
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Send a special message for all the 
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anniversaries, or any surprise! 
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Size shown below: 1 column x 3" = $15 
Roses are Red, 
Violets are Blue, 
My Heart will Always 




Love Always, Angie 
Come to 204 West Hall to 
place your ad! Or call 
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There was once a time when college 
radio was ruled by one band. REM has 
paved the way for many of today's 
indie-rock giants. 
The band itself is no longer the 
obscure, intimate college group that 
rocked parties better than Radiohead, 
but has instead evolved into introspec- 
tive, mellow giants. For many rock fans, 
REM is a staple in their record collec- 
tion, mainly because they are a refer- 
ence point for quality musicianship. 
Any REM album is the kind of music 
you can listen to with the assurance that 
"you know it's good." 
Their newest album. Up, is no differ- 
ent. It marks their first effort after the 
exit of drummer Bill Berry. He left the 
band on easy terms—no thrown beer 
bottles, no death threats. Bill has been 
quoted as saying of the departure, "Let 
this whole thing go, leave these guys 
alone so the can continue making great 
music." The space he left has been filled 
by Beck's touring drummer, Joey 
Waronker. 
The band has continued to make 
great music even with this first ripple in 
their line-up in 18 years. A majority of 
the songs on Up were first showcased at 
the Tibetan freedom concert last year. 
Opening the record is an eerie tune 
called "Airportman." Michael Stipe's 
voice lingers below the hum of droning 
guitars and drum machines. "Lotus," 
the second track, is a pop magnet, sure 
to infect many dancing feet. 
The most powerful tracks are in the 
middle of the album. Songs like "At My 
Most Beautiful," "The Apologist" and 
"Sad Professor" are REM at their best. 
Amazingly, these songs can't be com- 
pared to any earlier REM work. There's 
no "Everybody Hurts," but there are 
songs like "The Apologist" that elevate 
your mood to a higher plateau. 
The first single from the record, 
"Daysleeper," is absolutely mesmeriz- 
ing. Normally, the first single from a 
band is the first to be forgotten when 
people finally buy it, but "Daysleeper" 
is a classic, that leaps over any other 
REM single, (besides "Everybody 
Hurts"). 
"My night is colored headache gray," 
Stipe sings during the chorus. The song 
paints a brilliant picture of what most of 
us go through every night: staying up 
late, getting the headlines from newspa- 
per frays and sleeping during the day. 
REM is always known for ending 
their records on a dramatic, soothing 
note that makes the listener really think. 
On Up they close the album with three 
amazing artifacts of songwriting mas- 
tery. "Diminished/I'm Not Over You," 
"Parakeet"  and  "Falls  to Climb" all 
work into one piece of music, with the 
highlight being the slide guitars that 
carry Stipe's voice through "Dimin- 
ished." 
Up is REM at their best, but they've 
been this way for 18 years now. The loss 
of Bill Berry doesn't seem to have affect- 
ed the musicianship in any way. Rather, 
it's driven the band to create a record 




boasts that they are the best 
band in the world do not seem 
so ludicrous, noticing the large 
assortment of prescription 
pills on the back cover. 
Now, I'm aware that there 
might be a few Criie fans read- 
ing this, horribly offended by 
the scribblings of an elitist critic, and for 
that I am sorry. My apologies. Some 
sorts of sincerity abound on this album 
(mostly in the liner notes), such as when 
Tommy Lee asks help from God to get 
his family back together or Nikki Sixx's 
drunken recollections of being a starv- 
ing musician back in the day. But, with 
the context of the sexist and sometimes 
homophobic music, all of it rings some- 
what hollow. 
It's certainly a sad time for what are 
now known as the "hair bands" of the 
1980s. But, I suppose, as in removing 
Band-Aids, the way to exorcise this 





1998 - Motley Records/Beyond 
The band Motley Criie, when men- 
tioned to any 18 to 24-year old today, 
elicits many reactions, from love to dis- 
dain to complete and utter indifference. 
Perhaps this last emotion is the one 
haunting the band members today, who 
have just released their greatest hits 
album, titled, oddly enough, Greatest 
Hits. 
Traditionally in the music business, a 
greatest hits collection is the last gasp of 
a rock and roll band desperate for the 
success of their past. Just what amalga- 
mation of consumer demand and corpo- 
rate shrewdness was present when the 
idea of packaging Motley Criie's best- 
selling singles such as "Girls, Girls, 
Girls" into a $13.95 jewel case and com- 
pact disc remains a mystery to the 
sometimes-befuddled music-buying 
public. 
But, then again, much of the venom 
spewing from the mouth of this critic 
tries vainly to be self-consciously aware 
that its speaker, truthfully, has little 
respect for Motley Criie's music. But, I 
ask, don't we all now? 
Even while popular 
musicians such as Natalie 
Merchant, Courtney Love 
and Michael Stipe pro- 
claim that the era of irony 
in music is over, it does 
remain, casting a harsh glow on the 
music of our past. Basically we ask our- 
selves, "Did we actually like this awful 
stuff?" The answer, sadly, seems to be 
"yes." 
Unfortunately, when reviewing an 
album such as this, one actually has to 
make oneself listen to the music therein. 
Songs from the distant past emanate 
from the compact disc player, such as 
"Dr. Feelgood" and "Smokin' In The 
Boys Room." 
Trying to praise bands one does not 
like is a rather hard business. The com- 
pact disc has 17 songs and goes 17 songs 
too long. The fact that there's an order 
form for merchandise inside the booklet 
should tell one something about their 
motives.   Also,   the   band   members' 
Fatboy Slim: You've 
Come a Long Way, Baby 
1998 - Astralwerks/Skint 
While The Chemical Brothers and 
Prodigy are probably the most well- 
known techno artists in America, Fat- 
boy Slim easily surpasses them both in 
terms of range, originality and distinc- 
tive style. 
Many people have not heard of Fat- 
boy Slim, but he's been around for over 
ten years under different names. His 
real name is Norman Cook, but he has 
gone under several names including 
Pizzaman, Freakpower and Beats Inter- 
national. He never really had success in 
America until he released his first 
album under the Fatboy Slim name. 
While it wasn't a huge hit, he attained 
marginal success with the single "Going 
out of my Head." Now he's back with 
You've Come A Long Way Baby. 
This album is an improvement over 
his previous release Better Living 
Through Chemistry in almost every way 
imaginable. The main problem with 
that album was that although it had a 
distinctive style, many of the songs 
sounded the same, with only two or 
three standouts. His use of samples was 
not as good as it could have been, and 
there were almost no songs with a good 
vocal sample. 
The exact opposite can be said about 
You've Come A Long Way, Baby. Almost 
every song on it is completely different, 
yet they still seem to keep that distinc- 
tive Fatboy Slim sound. His talent is 
knowing what to sample, and how to 
arrange it. 
Most of the tracks consist of one 
repeated vocal with a few instrumental 
samples. The samples are then changed 
and manipulated throughout the song. 
He always manages to pick the right 
sample for each song, making them all 
memorable. 
The opening song, "Right Here, 
Right Now," manages to combine ambi- 
ent synth with dance beats. The result is 
very dynamic. It also uses a creative 
sample from the movie Strange Days 
(1995), lifting Angela Bassett's voice. 
Following this song is the hit single 
from the MTV's Amp 2 compilation, 
"The Rockafeller Skank." This song uses 
elements from surf guitar, rock and roll 
and rap to create a sound totally differ- 
ent from the first track. Coupled with' 
the ultra-catchy vocal sample, "Right 
about now, funk soul brother. . ." this 
song is destined to become a classic. 
The song that is simply unforgettable 
is "In Heaven," in which the single line, 
"Fatboy Slim is f**king in heaven," is 
repeated almost non-stop. This one is 
sure to offend anyone in the immediate 
vicinity because of the sheer amount of 
times the word is mentioned (over a 
hundred, I'm sure). 
Although Fatboy Slim tries to make 
each song stand out, some do seem to be 
repetitive and boring. In "Soul Surfing," 
not only is the main vocal sample unin- 
telligible, it's annoying. The song con- 
sists of several high-pitched squeals 
that last for several seconds at a time. 
These may sound cool on the dance- 
floor, but not when you'te listening to 
them on headphones at one o'clock in 
the morning. 
Another song which gets old fast is 
dance "Love Island." This is the only 
song on the album that doesn't sound 
like a distinctively Fatboy Slim song. It's 
dull and features none of the elements 
that are present in the other songs (gui- 
tar or good vocal samples). 
Even with its weak points. You've 
Come A Long Way, Baby is a break- 
through album for Fatboy Slim. It 
shows he can do it all, with ambient, 
dance, rap, funk and even a 
trance/gospel combination, Fatboy 
Slim has shown his range. 
-fames I hired 
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Aerosmith: A Little 
South of Sanity 
1998-Geffen 
I never knew Aerosmith lead singer 
Steven Tyler could actually talk. 
But surprisingly, his voice stands out 
in Aerosmith's new live two-CD singles 
compilation, A Little South of Sanity. 
Aerosmith, the king of greatest hits 
albums, adds yet another album to an 
already long list of collection CDs that 
includes Pandora's Box, Big Ones and 
Greatest Hits. 
A Little South of Sanity differs from its 
predecessors with a real live taste of 
Aerosmith. Steven Tyler remains vocal 
before and after songs, swearing and 
babbling on. Yet, it's Tyler that separates 
this CD-set from other live albums. 
The idea behind a live record is to 
offer something different than the usual 
studio album. Things like changing 
lyrics or having the crowd sing part of 
the song are what makes a live CD live. 
A Little South of Sanity offers these qual- 
ities in what feels like an Aerosmith 
concert. 
The band includes 22 hit singles from 
the past and present. "Dream On," 
"Back in the Saddle," "Sweet Emotion" 
and "Angel" are a few of the songs from 
the early days of Aerosmith. "Falling in 
Love (Is Hard on the Knees)," "Livin' 
On the Edge" and "What It Takes" are 
some of a recent hits. 
I'm glad Tyler isn't following in his 
daughter's footsteps in an acting career. 
He's better off singing. 
-Tod McCloskey 
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Sabrina the Teenage 
Witch: The Album 
1998-Geffen Records 
What's a Friday night of TGIF with- 
out the sitcom "Sabrina the Teenage 
Witch?" 
The world always needs a show 
about a teenage witch who's just trying 
to make it through high school. In actu- 
ality, the show is slightly cheesey, but 
it's also innocent and fun. The recent 
album that accompanies the show high- 
lights many groups that today's youth 
are being goaded into listening to. 
The various artists compilation fea- 
tures many chart-toppers. Some of the 
bands have been featured on the show's 
soundtrack and a few of them, such as 
the Backstreet Boys, will be performing, 
or already have performed, on the 
show. 
The producers of "Sabrina" picked 
the featured groups because they were 
more geared toward their viewing audi- 
ence. The music is fun, lighthearted and 
almost exclusively the domain of 
teenagers. Almost every group that con- 
tributes to the album is well-known for 
at least one song (i.e. the Top 40 appeal). 
One of the more famous acts that 
donates a song to the CD is the Spice 
Girls. Their song "Walk of Life" was 
previously unreleased, but carries the 
same spunk as their other hits. The Girl 
Power lends quite a hand to the teeny- 
bopper effect that Sabrina, The Album 
has. 
The piano stylings of Ben Folds Five 
are also featured. "Kate," which was 
released on BF5's platinum album 
Whatever and Ever Amen, adds a rock ele- 
ment to the album with its Joe Jackson 
meets Elton John mood. 
Some of the other groups that con- 
tribute on this overdose of bubblegum 
pop are 'N Sync, Five, Matthew Sweet, 
Robyn, Sugar Ray, Aqua and Chum- 
bawamba. 
Melissa Joan Hart, star of "Sabrina" 
also contributes a track. She performs 
the Blondie song "One Way or Anoth- 
er," and surprisingly, it's not that bad of 
a rendition. 
Hart has a relatively good voice and 
a lot of energy, something that is neces- 
sary to be included on this album. She 
probably gained this singing experience 
on her last album, a CD that accompa- 
nied Nickelodeon's defunct "Clarissa 
Explains it All." 
If you're up for a light-hearted and 
fun romp through the pop-music scene, 
this album is for you. 
-Natalie Flickinger 
Royal Crown Revue swings into Toledo 
By NATALIE FLICKINGER 
The BG News 
ft 
Swing has made 
a huge comeback, 
and the Citi Theater 
in Toledo is the 
place to hear it. The 
Theater showcased 
a world-renowned swing band, 
Royal Crown Revue, last Friday. 
Royal Crown Revue are the 
founding fathers of the so-called, 
"neo-swing" movement. The 
band was the first to perform an 
updated version of swing music 
and go all out by wearing the full 
zoot suit, (a double-breasted 40's 
style suit). The band has been 
performing since 1989 and has 
since made quite an impact on 
how American music lovers 
view swing. 
They have appeared on vari- 
ous television shows, such as 
Viva Variety, The Today Show, Late 
Night with Conan O'Brien and 
Swing Alive on PBS. 
Their music has been featured 
in TV shows and movies, includ- 
ing Party of Five, Sunset Beach, 
Tales from the Crypt, Flubber and 
Deconstructing Harry. Perhaps 
•the group's most well-known 
on-camera performance is in the 
1994 film The Mask. 
It was through this movie that 
RCR was able to ge. their now 
classic tune, "Hey Pachuco," 
recognition. The song, which has 
and infectious, thunder-like beat 
has been used in many movie 
trailers. 
The energetic ensemble, led 
by Eddie Nichols, recently 
released a new album on Warner 
Bros. Records. The Contender is 
loaded with high-energy tracks 
that will have every swinger 
dancing up a storm. The album 
showcases the seven-member 
crew that includes: Nichols, 
Mando Dorame on tenor saxo- 
phone, James Achor, guitar. Bill 
Ungerman, baritone sax, Scott 
Steen, trumpet, Veikko Lepisto, 
bass, and Daniel Glass, drums 
and percussion. 
"Zip Gun Bop (Reloaded)" is 
the current single off of The Con- 
tender. The track has an infec- 
tious, foot-stomping rhythm and 
a melody that will stay in your 
head for days. At the concert 
they gave on Oct. 23, they 
opened with "Zip Gun Bop" and 
the sold-out crowd went wild. 
Nichols' on-stage appearance 
was highly adrenalized and 
ignited a fire in the audience, 
causing the dance floor to imme- 
diately fill up. Before the band 
came on stage, the video of "Zip 
Gun Bop" was shown on movie 
screens around the dance floor. 
Throughout the entire two 
hours that they performed, 
Royal Crown Revue provided 
non-stop entertainment and dri- 
ving tunes. A side-show during 
the performance was given by 
the dancers on the floor. Many 
couples who competed profes- 
sionally formed a "swing ring" 
and each showed off their stuff. 
One of the highlights of the 
show was when the band actual- 
ly performed  "Hey Pachuco." 
The audience 
went crazy and 




entire show and 
the other mem- 
bers of the band 
submitted their 
own energetic 
playing to set 
the stage on fire. 
The individ- 
ual musicians of 
RCR were over- 
flowing with tal- 
ent. This goes especially for the 
work of Dorame, who ripped it 
up with his soaring melodies 
and fast finger-work. 
RCR guaranteed a good show 
from  their  entrance  onto  the 
stage and there were no disap- 
pointments evident. 
Swing is definitely back, and 
as the main "contenders" Royal 
Crown Revue illustrated in Tole- 
do, it's here to stay. 
1 
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Sony's 'Cardinal Syn' offers 3-D 
environments, addictive gameplay 
By SCOTT ZIMMER 
The BG News 
Cardinal Syn is one 
of the latest fighting 
games to hit the Sony 
PlayStation market. 
It offers visually 
pleasing graphics, 
real time 3-D fighting action and 
numerous quickly executed 
moves and combinations. The 
game also contains a total of 18 
characters that have unique 
fighting styles and personalities. 
Each one of the 3-D environ- 
ments is detailed and offers a 
variety of interactive game-play. 
For example, in one location, 
arrows are shot from the walls 
that can injure the characters 
during battle. 
An assortment of containers 
are also placed throughout each 
area. They contain items that can 
improve the characters health or 
make his/her weapon more 
powerful. 
This option was intriguing 
because it made the game play 
more interesting. It also helped 
to make the environments 
appear less two-dimensional. 
Cardinal Syn contains a good 
amount of blood and mutilation. 
I was air ized by the fact that the 
characters appeared to be 
injured both during and after 
battle. This characteristic along 
with the 3-D graphics made the 
game seem more realistic than 
most other fighting games. 
Another positive aspect of 
this game was the sound effects. 
The creators of this Cardinal Syn 
paid close attention to nearly 
every sound. This, combined 
with the almost orchestral back- 
ground music, made the game 
an even more enjoyable experi- 
ence. 
While Cardinal Syn boasts 
numerous innovative features, it 
also has its problems. I found the 
characters to be small compared 
to those present in other popular 
fighting titles. 
The game was difficult, even 
when set on the "easy" level. 
This can only be seen in the tour- 
nament and survival modes. For 
example, the last character you 
have to beat is an extremely 
large dragon, making it nearly 
impossible  to beat  the entire 
game. 
Overall, Syn was extremely 
entertaining and addictive. The 
graphics and interactive 3-D 
environments were excellent 
and the controls were very accu- 
rate. 
This title is definitely one of 
the more innovative fighting 
games currently on the market. 
fTYirbo Prop 




The BG News 
Yet another racer has arrived 
for the PlayStation, and unlike 
SCEA'S (Sony Computer Enter- 
tainment of America) predeces- 
sor Porsche Challenge, this title 
may have some hang-time 
among racing fans. 
Turbo Prop Racing is a fast- 
paced boat-racer with decent 
graphics, but unforgiving game- 
play. Even for seasoned racing 
fans, Turbo Prop's control will not 
come easily, and may even be 
frustrating at times. However, 
after a. half hour of solid play 
time, you may find yourself hav- 
ing a lot of fun. 
Graphically, the game has its 
ups and downs. On the upside, 
Turbo Prop delivers very clean, 
high-resolution graphics and a 
fast frame rate (60 frames per 
second). On the down side, 
polygonal break-up, clipping 
and low track delail keep the 
game from being top-notch. 
One of the most intriguing 
aspects of Turbo Prop Racing is 
the game's impressive water 
physics. Everything from cur- 
rents to waves and wakes 
caused by the opposition can 
slow you down or send you off 
into the bank or rocks. If you 
own a "dual shock" controller 
you will actually feel the wakes 
and know when you are not fol- 
lowing the right path. 
Also important to the game 
: Sony PlayStation 
Game Type: Realistic fighting 
NOW says: Mot* difticuit than 
average, but it boasts 3-D 
graphics and numerous options. 
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ing the races. Green icons give 
you a turbo boost, 
red icons cancel 
your green ones and 
may even slow you 
down, blue icons 
freeze the timer and 
yellow icons serve as a way to 
acquire upgrades for your boat 
or release new ones. 
Turbo Prop contains nine turbo 
charged-boats that can be cus- 
tomized and raced on six tr.n k^ 
in regular, nighttime or mirrored 
modes. Also, once unlocked, you 
can use the "fractal generator," 
which randomly creates over 
one million different track 
designs for your racing pleasure. 
(A great addition that can be 
used when you get bored with 
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The audio in Turbo Prop Rac- 
ing is comprised of standard 
techno beats, infamous to most 
video games. It also has an 
announcer who I personally 
thought added to the game, 
however if he does get on your 
nerves you have the option to 
turn him down or off. 
All things said, Turbo Prop 
Racing is a fairly good game and 
very worthy of any racing fan. 
It has its ups and downs, but 
what game doesn't? If you're not 
sure, 1 recommend that you rent 
it and give it a chance. It's a good 
alternative when you get tired of 
the standard racing games on 
the market. 
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'Friends and Neigh- 
bors' a dark, nanny 
look at relationships 
!0 
By MICHAEL DIPALMA 
 The BG News  
A disturbingly 
dark comedy about 
frigid friendships 
and sexual dysfunc- 
tion by writer/direc- 
tor Neil LeBute {In the Company 
of Men), Your Friends and Neigh- 
bors is an analysis of the sicken- 
ing side of modern mating and 
dating. 
To their friends, Barry and 
Mary (Ben Stiller and Catherine 
Keener) have a live-in relation- 
ship based upon sexual conve- 
nience and materialism. What 
they are to us is a pair of skin- 
crawling, bickering knit-pickers 
who play power games by 
eagerly exploiting each others' 
weaknesses in public. Just as we 
can't understand why they are 
together, neither can any of their 
friends. 
This brings us to the two sin- 
gles in the group of six. Cary 
(Jason Patrick) is the attractive 
yet pathetic narcissistic 
sociopath who consistently vio- 
lates the rights of others. Inter- 
personally exploitive and over- 
flowing with a grandiose sense 
of self-importance and entitle- 
ment, he becomes so easy to 
hate, and yet somehow so enjoy- 
able to watch. 
Crossing paths with each mis- 
guided misfit is the soft beauty 
Cheri, the lesbian art assistant 
who "innocently" roams the art 
gallery looking for a suitable 
mate. As Your Friends and Neigh- 
bors burns forward, each charac- 
ter inadvertently reveals their 
motivations and desires, while 
the caldron of boiling dysfunc- 
tion causes the scum to rise to 
the surface. It's a wonder these 
people can stand who they are. 
They certainly make us feel bet- 
ter about the lives we lead. 
And even though it all sounds 
like a depressing state of affairs, 
it works in such an unusually 
comedic manner. At times we 
are unsure if it is appropriate to 
laugh. But we do, and often. 
Avoiding the downfall of 
many of today's would-be-good 
films and  scripts,  the snappy 
dialogue glides along the razor's 
edge without bleeding the voice 
of LeBute. What the audience 
hears is the cool freshness and 
matter-of-fact spoken style of 
genuine characters. At times, 
what is said and how the charac- 
ters behave, sounds and seems 
so disturbing that you unexpect- 
edly yearn for more, and LeBute 
delivers. 
He allows his characters to 
unfold naturally, with sharp 
editing and plenty of strong act- 
ing. He purposefully sketches 
vague characters and the places 
they live and work. This pro- 
vides us with the opportunity to 
fill in the gaps in relation to our 
own lives. 
During a period when formu- 
laic cinema has become as horrid 
as the spreading of a cancerous 
tumor, Your Friends and Neighbors 
treats the tumor at its core, with 
ferocious honesty and outra-1 
geous humor. To often in movies 
evil punished and good prevails.- 
LeBute   seems   to  dispense j 
with any notion of good or evil, 
Of any sense of a safe, naive and! 
unrealistic    portrait    of    life.' 
Instead he exposes the less-than- 
desirable  or  appreciated  ele- 
ments of the human spirit in. 
ways human beings are all-too- 
capable of behaving. 
There hasn't been, and proba- 
bly won't be, a better picture 
than Saving Private Ryan this 
year. That's not saying much 
when you consider the caliber of 
releases up to this point. Fortu- 
nately for us, Your Friends and 
Neighbors comes pretty close. 
(Southwyck Cinemas, Rated 
R.) 
Top 10      *^ 
Scariest Movies 
(Aooonlnj lo the ha* adfcx, John wmal.) 
1. The Shining' 
2. Jacob's Ladder 
3. Black Christmas 
[Silent Night Evil 




6. Night of the Living 
Dead 
7. Rosemary's Baby 
8. The Exorcist 
9. Bless the Beasts and 
the Children tytkesi) 










Kids get a bag of candy 
FREE FOR ALL 
$ 
Watch the BGSU Falcons Basketball Team 
in a 
■§>       Brown/Orange Scrimmage 
@ Meet the Team, Cheerleaders, 
c^ and Dance Team 
1 X 
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Theta Alpha Phi lays claim to 
'oldest continuous' organization 
By NATALIE FLICKINGER 
 The BG News 
Student organizations are 
an integral part of life at the 
University. 
It's important to many stu- 
dents that there be something 
for them to be involved in so 
they might meet people with interests simi- 
lar to theirs. This is nothing new—it's been a 
part of the University structure since its 
inception. Perhaps that is why it is such an 
honor for an organization to say that they 
are the oldest on campus. 
For years, the university has recognized 
SICSIC, the campus spirit crew, as being the 
oldest, continuous organization on campus. 
Now, however, another group has found rea- 
son to take the claim away from SICSIC. 
Theta Alpha Phi, a national theater hon- 
ors fraternity, is the University's only theatre 
organization. Until recently, Theta Alpha Phi 
was known to only have had continuous 
membership since it was reported to restart 
in 1986. A few of the members were curious 
enough to begin an in-depth research of 
exactly how long the fraternity has been con- 
tinual. 
Ian Tharp, public"relations chair for Theta 
Alpha Phi, did thorough research with a few 
of his fellow members. They uncovered 
many articles that led to their conclusion 
that they are the oldest continual student 
organization at the University. 
They found that the Universi- 
ty theatre organization started in 
1921 with the Gold Mask Club. 
The Gold Mask was replaced in 
the '30s with the Masque and 
Mantel and the Thespian Play- 
ers. 
In 1944, the current acting 
chairman of the speech depart- 
ment, Elden T. Smith, wrote to 
the Theta Alpha Phi headquar- 
ters and requested that a chapter 
of the fraternity be established. 
His request was granted and in 
1945, the Ohio Iota Chapter of 
Theta Alpha Phi was initiated. 
The organization began to accumulate 
members, many of whom had graduated 
years before, but still wished to be initiated. 
One of the most notable members is Eva 
Marie Saint, University alumnus, theater 
namesake and one of the stars of Alfred 
Hitchcock's classic North by Northwest, who 
was initiated in September of 1945. 
Tharp and other members were able to 
search the Jerome Library's archives and 
find various letters and pledge cards that 
hinted that the fraternity had, indeed, main- 
tained continuous membership. A recent let- 
ter from the national Secretary-Treasurer of 
Theta Alpha Phi stated that the chapter's sta- 
tus as an active one was continuous. 
As for the title of "oldest, continuous 
organization on campus," the need for a 
debate is not clear. Theta Alpha Phi is seek- 
ing to have that title. 
"It's out of pride in ourselves," Tharp 
Photo prorMcd 
A photocopy of Eva Marie Saint's1945 pledge card. 
said. "It's our right to say we're the oldest." 
It se*ms that Theta Alpha Phi is willing to 
argue for what is theirs, but there may not be 
a reason for argument. As far as SICSIC is 
concerned, they never had any knowledge 
that they weren't the oldest. 
"That has never been pointed out to 
us,"said Gregg DeCrane, dean of students. 
When asked whether or not they were 
aware that Theta Alpha Phi was possibly 
older than the spirit crew, DeCrane, SICSIC's 
adviser, knew nothing. He wasn't defensive 
of the title that SICSIC has for so long 
claimed. 
"We're not trying to claim anything that's 
not ours, and if someone else has proof, well, 
good," DeCrane said. 
Theta Alpha Phi may very well be able to 
lay claim to age. SICSIC does not pose a 
threat, but instead, works to serve the Uni- 
versity, and if they have to do that as the sec- 
ond oldest organization, so be it. 
SCARES- 
+ Continued from N-1 
killing unsuspecting victims 
every night. 
Near Dark has a few good 
scares in it, but it's mainly good 
for laughs and repulsion, (it's a 
must-see because of a scene 
involving a massacre at a coun- 
try bar). 
If you're not in the mood for 
zombies and blood-suckers, get 
a slasher movie instead. But 
please don't rent Friday the 13th 
Part VII. Get one that will actu- 
ally scarf you. 
One that's a often hard to 
find but well worth it is When A 
Stranger Calls, which is based on 
the urban legend about a 
babysitter getting mysterious 
calls that end up coming from 
inside the house. The movie as a 
whole is average, but the first 
and last 20 minutes will scare 
the hell out of you. 
Another good slasher movie 
is Popcorn. A class of college film 
students start an all-night hor- 
ror film marathon to raise 
money. However, someone is 
intent on killing everyone 
involved. 
The best parts of this movie 
are the death scenes. The killer 
plans it so that the people he 
kills die at the same time as the 
deaths in the movies they're 
watching. Also, the makeup 
effects in this movie are some of 
the best I've ever seen. 
Do you want something 
that's just plain weird? You can 
get Razorback, the story of an 
evil pig roaming the Australian 
outback. There's Alligator, a 
hilarious and nauseating movie 
about a giant alligator roaming 
the sewers of New York. 
It's Alive, a movie about 
deranged babies, is so bizarre 
and stupid it has to be seen to 
be believed. A little deformed 
baby with a huge head and big 
teeth is truly a sight to behold. 
James Eld red is a psychopathic 
murderer. He can be reached at 
eldre@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
TTT 
I to know what you did over I 
Kend (if you can. remember it). Email NOV 
i wjohn9bgnet.bgsu-.edu, and if your experi- 
ice 1$ twisted enough,, we might just print It I 
an upcoming opinion columnl^ren't you lucjcy? 
(fm '(I tktok ytmMf 




IV BG Newt will noc knowingly accept ■durttmeeti 
Jut ducTwnmaK. M encourage dacnmiaatinn afainti 
any wXivhhial <* group on the haau of net. Ki. color, 
creed, trillion, nation*) origin, ariual onewOon. *M- 
aNIity. HMut a> a veteran, or on tfcr baa* of an> o*m 
V|i*lli |»i«nud M.IUI 
The BG New* reserves Ike nfto to decline, dncoMinee 
i* revue any advcnitemew mh as those found to be 
defamatory. lackaif in tactual ham mitleadin*. <■ laite 
in nature All advenuemenu are subject u editint and 
approval 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
BG 24 NEWS 
ORGANIZATION - WIDE MEETING 
Sunday. Now. i 
8:00 p.m. 
Meet m tie newsroom 
AH newt stall and crew should attend 
Omicron Delta Kappa is now 
Accepting Applications 
Join one of the nations LARGEST and most 
RESPECTED leadership honor societies 
Pick up application m 405 Student Services 




The 1998 Key Yearbook it here 
If you pre-ordered a book or would like t> pur- 
chase one now. come to 28 Weal Hall (base- 
ment).  Office  hours  are   1-4   M-Th  or call 
372J086.  
Soul of Africa Eihibitl 
Come see the Soul of Africa Exrvbii 
at the Toledo Museum ol Art on 
Nov. I4tht We will be departing 
Irom 8G at 9:30am. The cost is only 
$8 for students and $9 for the 
community' Transportation is included• 
Sgn-upm the UAO office 
through Now 10th' 
CLUB BASEBALL TRVOUTS 
NOV. 7 88 
NOON <§> FIELD HOUSE 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Learn guitar: Jason Quick Freelance Musi- 
can/instructor with master's degree from 
BGSU For more info contact creative arts 
program 372-8177 
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests 
Confidential 8 caring. 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Typing Services offered 353-1299 
PERSONALS 
Food at Mark's Pub 
JON'S GYROS 
By Far the Best Food on Campus 
Open WTHFSA 1100pm 2:30am 
BGSU DANCE TEAM ■ BGSU DANCE TEAM 
What are you doing lor parent's weekend? 
Come support the Dance Team and buy a par 
enfs day football ticket m the Union Foyer. Al 
this week! Donations welcome. 
BGSU DANCE TEAM * BGSU DANCE TEAM 
Campus World Travel. Spring Break Travel-, i 
Panama City $i99/week. Cancun $349/air 
included,  Jamaica   $4S»ajr   included.   Call 
352-7880. 
Attention Athletes/Body Builder 
If we don'l have it, you don't need it! 
Creatine-1000 g enly $55.00 
Andro-6 only $52.00 
We have guaranteed lowest prices on Met-Rx, EAS, 
Designer Protein, Energy bars, foods, and drinks, 
Workout Apparel & much more! 
Siel's Pewer Source 
Vitamin Outlets 
Perrysburg Fort Meigs Plaza 
148 E. South Boundary (Next to Alteration's Express) 
872-0099 
Perrysburg 
E. So. Boundary 
M Siel's 
BGSU 




fiOctober 31 \\ 
^30-9:30 
@ Phi Sig house 
Food will be 
provided 
Thur, Fri, Sat 
We've Changed! 
♦ New Scene 
♦ New Music 
♦ New Format 





Try us Totally Free for 30 bays! 
True high-speed 56K v.90 dial-up • Unlimited Access • 
Email Account • Uncensored Newsgroups • Local BG 
Company • iPass Roaming Service • Exclusive BG- 
Mail Service • 2-1 user/modem ratio • No setup feesl 
354-HOST www.BGHost.com 
B*B 
Truck and Auto Repair 
10°:, Discount 
•Oil Change $19.99* 
moat vehicle* 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd. 
Bowling Green, OH 
333-HM 
Free Towing if we 





$ 1 Natty Bottles 
WHY PAY COVER? 
Over 21, None 
Under 21, Just a buck! 
Upstairs at 6jasyj3treet 
HALLOWEEN   SPECIAL     PARTY 
Band Spotlight 
Sddic gihaw and the Wolfgang 
Come with a costume and get in free 
$5 covor with no costume 
D] Lpath will be playing your favorite music all night long 
page N-6 The BG News Friday, October 30, 1998 
Cara- 
I am to glad mar you are my litrjel You 
mean so much to me 11 will always be here 
lor you. 
LITB ■ LatMy 
Cindy t Julia. 
I am to nappy BOTH 
ol you aa my Hues' You girls 




I'm so exoled that you'ra my litoel 





We are excited for you to join our 
family We love you!! 
Love 
Veedy. Sarah. Micaf! 
Frrtay's and Saturdays 
al KAMIKAZE S 
80s and 90a dance 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3 P M IN 
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE: NOV 3 • 00- 
REC WALLYBALL; NOV 9 M. W SWIM- 
MING; NOV. II - M. W 3-PLAYER BASKET- 




The 1998 Key Yearbook a hare 
IT you ore-ordered a book or would like to pur- 
chase one now. come to 28 Wesl Hall {base- 
menl)   Office  hours  are   1-4  M-Th or  cafl 
372-8086  
JAMES CARRIE IS NOT W/ THE CARO- 
SONL ANYMORE FOR HAIR APPTS. CALL 
J5M377 OR 308-0437. WILL BE OPENING 
OWN BUSINESSSHORTLV. 
KD Kappa Delta KD 
Congratulations to Leia Sltcer and 
Ertn Sayers hy painting the 
Winning GAvet banner! 
You two are mcredble! I 
KD Kappa Delta KD 
iM'Becca 
Welcome to our 
DGtamiryl 
We love you! 
LITB. Your Big Jennj 
Little Camia. 
I am so happy you 
are my little' Welcome to 
the family! I love you1 
Love Your Big. 
DM 
Make your own beer & wine 
Black Swamp Bootleggers 
has everything you need 
We also have 
Premium cigars, punch 
macanudo. don Cuba no 
and more 
344 S Main St "353-7126 
Manssa. 
Hope you had a good time last night' 




Welcome to the lamtyl We're so glad 








You're ihecraziest little 
You're the beat, love ya! 
YOUR BIG LORI 
SIG KAP' SIG KAP 
The sisters of Sigma Kappa 
would late to wish everyone 
a safe and happy 
Halloween 
SIG KAP • SIG KAP 
Thursday's at KAMIKAZES 
Omars from 7-9 pm 
Dollar pi chars all night long 
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE'S 
swing coming. 
Uptown has changed. New music formal. New 
low prices Thurs . Fn . Sat.. $25 draft, t! 
mi >ed drinks. $1 SO pitchers & $1 00 Natty Hol- 
lies. No cover of age After it 00, Si 00 under 
»9«  
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS 
College Students All Majors 
Summer internship at Officer Candidate 
School-NO school year requirements 
Now accepting applications 
Call I-800-892-7318 
We're ready to be loving parents. Eager to 
adopt a baby. Our family can give a child a life- 
time of happiness, security and most importan- 
Dy. love. Can 1 -800-637 7999 anytime Diana 
and Tom 
Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE S 
Karaoke with Rich Mcheis 
Irom 10-2 
WITCHES-S BALL WITCHES^S BALL 
Bo. costume parry in the big basement of 
Altematlvee Costume contests Preview of 
Alternatives coming Vegetarian Restaurant! 
Drum circle-bring rhythm instruments if ya got 
'em. Mr* psychic readings. Did we mention 
great food? Tickets ol 2 50 at Aflerna- 
tlvee-131 W. Wooatar 352-7333 or 3.00 at the 
ooortets you in on Oct. 31st lor all this from 
9pm Mil the wee hours! 
WANTED 
2 aubleasera needed tor spring semester. 2 
bdrm.. 1 t/2 bath lorn, apt *520/mo Contact 
Greg or Ken at 353-2355. 
Couple w/ 401b. dog seeking an apt or house 
w/ yard. Can afford tsoo/momn or less. Call 
Karyn or Justin & 353-5266  
Female needed for 2 bdrm. house. $2O0/mo 
Call 353-4107. 
Looking for female roomaie Spacious 2 bdrm 
apt Close to campus. Please call 354-4435. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED Spring semester for 
spacious 1 bedroom apt. S340/mo. plus utili- 
ties. Call 353 6389 
HELP WANTED 
BLAKELY CARE CENTER has a part time ra- 
liel cook position available 1-7:30pm shift, and 
a partome dietary aide position open 
4-730pm shift. Must be w*ng to route week- 
ends. Hourly attendance bor-os. 90 day wage 
increase, and annual wage increase offered. 
Please apply m person 8am-2pm. Bfakefy Care 
Center, 600 Sterling Dr.. North Baltimore. OH 
45872.  
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
For Into call 203-319-2802. 
tit-Tin 





to uunibla products al horn*. 
Info V 504 -646-1700 DE PT. OH-6255 
FOODSERVICE JOB -par. time, 20 hours per 
w—k (3-7pm, Monday-Friday). Duoas mcluda. 
complaang preparation of avanino, meal; sarv- 
ing maals to children; cleaning dming room and 
kitchen areas; and preparing evening snack. 
Salary $745/t.r. Send resume to Children's 
Resource Center. PO Bo* 736. Bowling Green, 
OH 43402 or contact Lisa at 352-7568 WORK 
STUDY ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS ONLY. 
Local Goodwil store looking to hire FT and PT 
Head Cashier with prior cashier experience 
and supervisory experience preferred; FT 
Household Sorter and PT person to do light 
duty janitorial and loading/unloading trucks. 
Competitive wages, thorough training and 
benefits available. Stop in today and see Lisa 
at i058 N. Main St.. Bowling Green. OH EOE 
Local manufacturer has immediate openings 
for dependable, hard working individuals. Ap- 






Hickory Farms is now hiring tun and part-time 
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders 
into our order processing system. Positions are 
open now through December on day. evening 
and third shift, during the week and on week- 
ends. $.75 per hour shift differential on third 
shift. Must have baste computer and Typing 
skills. Positions are also open for customer 
service and clerical personnel. Attendance in- 
centives, generous employee discount, and 
professional supervision. Apply in person at 
our corporate offices Mon-Fn from 
900am 7:00p<n SATURDAYS 1000am to 
2:00pm Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd , 
Maumee. OH 43537 EOE. 
Part-time instructors wanted to teach biology, 
physics, & chemistry dasses in BG A Toledo 
evenings & weekends. Musi have graduate 
degree or be working towards one. Call Jen- 
n,(er@4l9-536-3702  
Part-time Student Employment 
Are you looking lor part-time employment of 15 
hours plus per week within walking distance to 
BGSU campus? Interested m working various 
unskilled jobs <n assembly, packaging, etc ? 
Rate of pay is $5 15 per hour. Apply in person 
between the hours of 0:00am and 5:00pm 
(Mon.-Fn.) ai: Advanced Specially Products. 
Inc. 42B ClouQh St BG OH 434Q2.  
PRODUCTION ASSOCIATES 
Norbalt Rubber Company, a QS9000 regis- 
tered manufacturer o' polymer producis lor the 
automotive industry has openings. We offer a 
competatrve wage with an incentive plan. 
based on individual effort. Also provided is a 
benefits package thai includes: health, dental, 
prescription. vision, life insurance, pension, 
and 401K plans. Paid vacations and holidays 
are also furnished benefits You must be able 
to work any shift. Manufacturing experience is 
preferred. A pre-employment drug screen is 
required. EOE 
Applications wil be taken Monday, 11/2/96 
through 11/6/96 from 6:30am tH 4:00pm at: 
Norbalt Rubber 
567 West Broadway 
N. Baltimore, OH 
RETAK---Managemeni positions available at 
local Goodwill store. Retail expenence with su- 
pervisory experience a must We offer competi- 
tive wages and benefit options. Must be able to 
work flexible hours, including nights, week- 
ends, and holidays. Send resume to Goodwill 
Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.. P.O. Sox 
336. Toledo. OH. 43697. ATTN: Rebecca Hil- 
ton. EOE. 
DONT MISS OUT 






T       "2Bec*oome 
Come see us for a complete listing of locations 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
530 Maple St. 419-352-9378 
PL time computer consultant needed General 
working knowledge of rrbrco computers, net- 
work experience helpful. Respond to PO Box 
182. BG OH 43402. 
FOR RENT 
SPRING BREAK-PUN NOW! 
Cancun, Jamaica. Mazatlan, 
A S. Padre. Free Meals & Free 
Parties. Campus sales reps 
wanted. Earn free trips • cash 
1A00.SURFS.UP 
www.studentexpress.com 
Spnng Break "99 Sell trips, earn cash. & go 
freelM Student Travel Services is now hiring 
campus reps/group organizers Lowest rates 
to Jamaica. Mexico, & Florida Call 
'BOO 648-4849  
Telephone interviewing part-time No selling 
Some days, mostly eves, and wknds. In Per- 
rysburg. Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmos- 
phere Starting $5 50 minimum. 419 874 5842 
Tutor needed for 6th grader; Mon thru Thurs 
6-7:30 pm, in our Tontogany home (10 mm 
from    BG)     Please   call    Barb   823 3033 
(local) ;6-9pm. 
Wet! educated, experienced part or full time 
baby-sitter wanted in our P'burg home (a 
non-smoking environment) for 2 preschool age 
children. Must have reliable transportation and 
excellent references. 874-0605. 
FOR SALE 
10" 250 watt floor subwooler $200 060 
2 3-way stereo speakers $ 150 060 
CaH 353 2166 for details 
87   Olds   Calais   w    AMvFM   CD   Player 
$1.500/060 Call 353-7226. 
AAAA.! Early Specials! Cancun & Jamaica! 7 
nights Air & hotel From $3991 Includes Free 
food. Drinks. Parties! spnngbreaktravel.com 
1-600-676-6386  
AAAA.i Early Spnng Break Specials' Baha 
mas Party Cruise' 6 Days $279' Includes Most 
Meals* Awesome Beaches. Nightlife* Departs 
from    Floridal    springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-678-6386. 
AAAA." Early Specials! Panama City' Room 
with kitchen $129' Includes 7 Free Parties' 
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach 
$129! Cocoa Beach $149> spnngbreak- 
travel com 1-600-678-6386 
AAAA*! Spnng Break Travel was i of 6 small 
businesses m the US recognized by the Coun- 
cil of Better Business Bureaus lor outstanding 
ethics in the marketplace' spnngbreak- 
iravel com 1-600 678-6386.  
Electric Guitar A Portable Amp tor sale: 
Ana Pro II FuUerton. P-gnose port. Amp; case. 
cable: BRAND NEW. Worth $300. Best offer. 
call 353-7588 
Futon frame and denim cushion. 1 mo old. 
$200. Call Beth @ 352-6716.  
Ibanez 7 siring electric guitar. Mint condition 
$1200 or best offer with case. Call Chad @ 
373-0242.  
Nutritional Supplements 
Brand names, bast prices 
Omega Nutrition Supply 
(419)868-9164 
Yamaha keyboard, nearly new. MO compati- 







Is Now Hiring: 
Cooks, Servers & 
Hosts/Hostesses 
V Top wages 
■J Flexible Hours 
V Paid Vacations 
V Health/Dental 
Insurance 
V Employee Stock 
Option Plan 
are just a few of the great 
benefits waiting for you! 
Apply in person 
Mon. - Fri. 2-4 
401 W. Dussel Road 
Maumee. OH 43537 
Kid ■ law minutes from BG! 
1-47SW to DuaMMurn right) 
"98-00 S.Y . 2nd sem Lease 99' 
Houses and Apia. 
Listing Avail 316 E. Merry »3 
Can mall listings 
Please call 353-032S 
1 female subleaser needed for spring semes- 
ter. Fos Run Apts. on S Mercer. Call Jen 
353 6449.  
1 tm sol. needed lor beautiful 3 bdm. home on 
E. Woosier. Immediately or spring sem 
353 9271 StephH  
2 bdrm. furnished apts 
352-7454 
2 bedroom apt for rent Start Jan 1st. '99.! 
Rent negotiable 352-6627.  
2-3 sublessors for spring semester 
Call 352 6136 
217 Soulh College- 15 blocks Irom Hanna 
Hall. 3 BR House, tenants pay all util, sec 
dep.. SS2S/mo Available immediately. 
For more Information or lo algn a lease, 
contact Arbor Enterprises al 354-2654 
Locally owned and managed. 
Female subleaser needed spring semester 
Own room 353-5190 
Grad. student 1 bedroom apt. S275/mo. . 
close to Univ. 352-2267 
M/F subleaser needed. Own room w/ washer 
and dryer units. Availabe immed  or Spr  se- 
mester.    $!B6/mo     •   util     Call    Carrie 
8352-4136. ,^_^__^_ 
Nice 3 bdrm house Now or spring semester. 
Pleaaecail 353 4370  
Spacious 1 bedroom apt. lor rent Spring se- 
mester Located dose lo campus on second 
St. Can move in early Call Lisa @ 353-1392 
for details 
Subleaser needed. Haven House Apartments 
Close 10 campus Call Jeremy 352 1476 
Subleaser needed lor Spnng '99 
Call Niaki at 330-449 5462 
SUBLEASERS WANTEDI 724 6th Take over 
whole lease at $50ovmo til May Call 
352 5099  
Wanted: Grad Student to sublease nice, one- 
bedroom apt $350rmonth Call 352-5643 or 
353-3295 
When building a campfire, 
clear a 5-foot area around 
the pit down to the soil. 
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN 




Who's going to 




KURT RUSSELL I«I 
NieMy 6KW &00 
Sat Sun Wed Mat 2:00 4:00 
Halloween Bash! 
Fri & Sat 10:30 pm 
TUSCftOW     and 
Cinemark Theatres 
1 CINEMA 5 SfaT
,an 
ffl 1234 N. Main St. 354-0558 
Beloved (R) 
(12:30)4:00 7:45 
Practical Magic (PG-13) 
(12:15 2:50)5:10 7:4010:10 
Antz (PG) 
(12:40 2:30) 4:30 7:10 9:30 
'Apt Pupil (R) 
(12:20 2:40)5:00 7:30 10:00 
Simon Birch (PG) 
(12:50)4:10 7:00 9:40 
Sorry No Peases or Si 
10/30 - 11/5 
Halloween   Horrors! 
Wes Craven 
Friday * Saturday      Mn1n«|i.t   $2 00 
Now Hirinq 
FALL 1999 Leasing 
Starts Mon. Nov 2 
Fall 1999 Lists Now Available 
• 808 & 81 8 N. Enterprise 
• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• Columbia Court Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Mercer Manor Apart ment s 
• Rdge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 




GREENBRIAR, INC. Hours 
224 E. Woosier Mondoy - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 Sargrday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m 
Come in today to pick 
up your Fall Listings 
Management Inc. 
NFW NEW NEW NEW 
HstM)* Aa*.- I.MJ Mm. A».il JM «*. 19*9. 




215 E, Pa* RaHMna><Evet-trtta Apt*.), very 
spacKHii. laundry on trie ram am* m 
MO'mo *elec AvaiL Jaa. 5th, 1999 
CiO J5i-5»O0 
Management Inc. 
215 E. ft M.-Sn^NH (F.vfrirte. Apti.1, 
laundry OB me. mils included in the renl-AvaM 
Jaa Sea l*W Km suns ■ 210 mo 
C.II IJHH0 
Management Inc. 
For complcle liMinaHkra.es Martial Jaa. 
Its* „ SerWe/FaJN l*ea.MM) MOO by our 
office M IMS N Mam Si or call JSJ-MM 
www.wcnel.org/~mecca 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ fari rhtI rhtl $ 
$ k\nri&km[tt*m $ WTMfLWw <l 
$ 8 YEARS IN A ROW.   BE ONE OF THE BEST. $ 
We are Recruiting" 
£ 
$ Sign up for grill cook, server, or Dishwasher. 
We paij Top Wages 
WE WILL BE CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS THIS MONTH. 
$ Stop in a net see us. $ 
$ We offer: $ 
.-§,   njfS-^s^aj,      401K. Retirement 
JOMLlPfj*  *fl  Stock Purchase Plan 
|njyHP*Jf      Health Insuranse 
«c»£ls»V^      Flexible Schedules 
Paid Vacations 
Management Development Program $ 
Cracker Barrel Old Country Store 
$ 874-7481 • 27491 Helen Dr. Perrysburg, OH $ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Gamma Phi Beta 
DYNAMIC DUO 
Jennifer Carey S Adam Losego 
Jessica Porterfield 4 Jim Lorain 
Tracy Boulton S Jud Laipply 
Liza Carriiales & Ron Jeremy 
Andrea Williams 4 Kevin Crabtree 
Samatha Beckowitz 4 Joe Haines 
Lisa Tosenberger 4 Chris Gonis 
Kimmey Dunn 4 Jeff Klimowtz 
Holly Vaske 4 Matthew Sturgeon 
jodi Broerman 4 Paul Risner 
Lisa Pittinger 4 Todd Lampeter 
Holly Fox 4 Kory Hunch 
Steph Heinmiller 4 joe Wojcik 
Willow Kodan 4 Laura Matthews 
Joey 4 Phoebe 
Brittany Campbell 4 Brad Davis 
Chesney Sauder 4 Vince Gargano 
Chnssy Ranalli 4 Brad Hilligan 
Diane Schroeder 4 Eve Sumy 
Sandy Carlin 4 Josh Miller 
Ellie Gausmann 4 Nate Schred 
Carrie Gerdeman 4 Casey Schuller 
Christina Unison 4 Scott Wellington 
Jenny Sepate 4 Curt Shndell 
Sharon Hollis 4 Dean Mallett 
Liz McVey 4 Jim Bollinger 
Lisa Hanco 4 Ann Fogg 
Betsy Slawmski 4 Tom Miller 
Jessica Garrett 4 Greg Gaver 
Danielle Zunk 4 Matt Gruber 
Becky Dokken 4 Rhyan Huran 
Mill, 4 Vanilli 
Becky Carlin 4 Matt Cooper 
Cory Tice 4 Chris Cutcher 
Laura Hurst 4 Joe Bickle 
Lauren Bryant 4 Jon Keekers 
Leslie (onfighacco 4 Andy Clark 
Resa Ahle 4 Gary Stout 
Heather McCoy 4 Chris Jenks 
Kim Wagner 4 Geoff Homan 
Lauri Cheech 4 Jenger Chong 
Kathy Neu 4 Johnny Holmes 
Friday October 30, 1998 
* 1 
